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ABSTRACT
An empirical model of the global atomic oxygen and heliurl,..,
distributions in the thermosphere is developed in a magnetic coordinate
system and compared''to similar models which are expanded in geographic
coordinates. The advantage of using magnetic coordinates is that fewer
terms are needed to make predictions which are nearly identical to those
which would be obtained from a geographic model with longitude and
universal time corrections. Magnetic coordinates are more directly
related to the major energy input.e in the polar regions than geographic
coordinates and are more conveni(^ ^nt to use in studies of high latitude
energy deposition processes. '"his is important for comparison with
theoretical models where the number of coordinates is Limited.
The affect of magnetic aetivit ► on the atomic oxygen distribution in
F
the morning sector of the high latitude thermosphere in the auroral zone
is also considered. A magnetic activity indicator (ML) based on an
auroral electroj'st index (AL) and the 3-hour ap index are used to relate
the atomic oxygen density variations to magnetic ,aetivity in this region.
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CHAPTER I
c
INTRODUCTION
1.1	 General
- 
 Statement of the Problem
G
Global composition and temperature measurements from. mass
k spectrometer and airglow instruments on Ogg 6 (Carignan and Pinkus,
F 1966; alamont and Luton, 1972) and mass apectrometees on Aaron A
4 (Krankowsky et al:, 1974) Esto 4 (Trinks and von Zahn, 1975) and the
^
k
Atmosphere Eitploor (AE) satellites (Spencer at a l., 1973 9i, Nier at al.,
i
1973; Pelz at al., 1973) have provided a great deal of information about
k
the density and temperature distributons_: in the thermosphere over a wide
r
range of solar and geophysical conditions. 	 These measuremen^^s have been
.E
f_^
used to construct empirical models (Hedin at al., 1974; Hedin at &I. # `Qf=
d
1977,a, b	 von Zahn at al., 1977; Jacchia,	 1977;Thuillier at al.,	 1977)
Which represent the temperature and density fields in terms of geop ,gphic
r
-
position, altitude, and solar and magnetic activity. 	 At high latitudes,
1
j
­ Joule heating, particle inputs, and electrodynamic forces are applied in
very restricted areas causing large density and temperature perturbations 9
"., over small regions of the thermosphere (Hedin and Reber, 1972; Reber and
Hedin, 1974; Taeusch and Hinton, 1975; Nisbet and Glenar, 1977; Nisbet et
al.,	 1978).	 Ina
;
geographic coordinate system, these energy sources
produce large longitude effects. 	 Towards lower latitudes, ion drag varies
with the declination of \the magnetic field and, therefore, induces
longitudinal variations in the equatorial thermosphere as well (Reber et
3
„t
2slop 1973). A combir+ation of these polar and squaat[ort#1 i641 uencss forces
a distinction t^ Us mad* between local time and longitud
e
*
 This
distinction was realisted by Hodin at aal • (1979) in the form of longitude
O
correction terms to the NSU (H*ss Spectrometer and lncohersnt Scatter)
model and by Laux and von Zahn (1974) by similar corrections to the taro 4
"del.
An alternate approach to this problem might consist of analyzing the
satellite data in magnetic latitude and magnetic local time instead of
geographic coordinates, Although the major energy input to the
thermosphara, solar gUV heating, is organized in a geographic coordinate
system $ latitudinal ,and longitudinal gradients in this energy input,
,i
	
	 vn ICi C^ ^ i1111gfl11t3C 1► 1ZitAt Ave smalls It would t1 ►Use	 m better to
utilize 'a coordinate system to which the more Intense localized energy
inputs are rrel:ated • If a model could be developed in magnetic coordilk
which dial not require longitudinal correcti.o ► 4 and Which was of comparable
n
accuracy to ay geographic coordinate model developed from the same data
k
base but including longitudinal corrroctions, it would be very useful for
rslatimg anargy inputs and, transport to their thermospheric consequences.
It is the purpose of this work to develop such a model and to compare it
S
4	 to geographic representations of the neutral thermosphare
f
iJ	 O
l'r
``4 r
1.2 `►teyious Related Studies
1.2
-1
An Overview of Thermoan„ her e, IWel
Theoretical models seek to explain the observed atmospheric behavior
consistent With the laws of physics. Usually, a subset of the transport
equations (continuity, momentump and energy conservation)-are solved under
various simplifying assumptions. 40undary condition-) at the tucbopause
and exobase are commonly imposed and an isothermal,,atmosphere above a
certain height is often assumed. The difficulty in solving these
equations has limited most theoretical treatments to one or two major..
t
constituents, .although several authors- have extended their results to
r'	 1
u
three or more species (Vast, 1973; Barris and Mayr, 1975; Strauss and
Christopher, 1979)e While these models are becoming increasingly 	 '
sop 1,itieated, usually only ,average conditions arse treated and the
atmospheric t-.^gtrocture is neglected. This restriction appears to be
easing as comparisons between theoretical predictions and actual
observations indicate the areas in which the theoretical models are
deficient.
Empirical models, on the other hand, inherently offer the advantage
i;
of providing better agreement with the observations since it is on the
basis of these observations that the models are constructed. This feature
is valuable in studies where insight into the causes of atmospheric
a
variations is not critical, but accurate numerical predictions are
ess6ntial. Caution must be exercised, howevers in the application of
these models. Extrapolation of morsel predictions to conditions differing 	 ;;
I
i
s6
y.
from those under which the wdel was derived may give misleading results,
although the wealth of grodod-based and in situ data sccumulated over the
last decade has helped to reduce this problem.	 A AAscussion of both types
of models serve to illustrate what lie@ been done, how currant problems
ore being ap^iroschsd, and what remains to be expl.ainad.
1. 2.2	 Empirical Modell of G ao^^^,3 ` "^ en^ Ype rature „yi^ }nd ConoositionN7n .
 ^w^uww^	 `F\ ryS^}NdIYi
1	 i
The early pioneering effort# of N4colat (1961), Harris and Priester
(1962:) end Jacch a ( 1964,	 1965) producea`the first empirical thermospheric
xF.
models using only 4atallite drag=;;data.	 ,44though these models were j
landmarks in aeronomy, they were somewhat oversimplified *	Since that
time, the proliferation of aeronomy satellit po and their associated I
databanes in Otto last decade line sparked the development of .several. now
C,
t	 generations of empirical models, some of which use ground-based
4
measurements in addition to in situ observations to represent the density
c
and temperature fields of the earth's upper atmospherao
	 i
t	 Airglow measurements of tits 630 nm line of atomic oxygen by the Ogo 6
satellite were used to determine the global exospheric temperature
distribution by
 Blamont et al. ( 1 974).	 The maximum tem pearature at 270 km
was shown to lie near the Summer pole during solstices Where there was
little diurnal variation.	 This peak migrated acros # the equator. within ;G
about three weeks after tits equinoxes under active solar and quiet
;,
geomagnetic conditions.
4
4
O
F
n^
{	
4
a
c
S
:r
^	 y
(1	 v
},.
f
The earliest empirical model baesed on measurements on severe)--
individual constituents Was developed by Hadin,kt al. (1974) from Ogo b 	 CJ ,,
class ajactromater measurements.	 The date h*se for this model consisted of
N 3, 0. and He density mesur4ments betw*din 400 kaa and 600 km near the peak !
of the 11-year solar cycle (27 June,,"1969 to 13 Hay, 1971). 	 All data were t
longitudinally (universal time) .,P^4eragedp but local time variations nitre
retained.	 Only data taken d sing quit geomagnetic periods (Ap<7 and
apel2 for they	sane day `and previ6us 6 hours) were included since increased
magnetic acti°vit„;may hsve	 used large fluctuations in the densities.
No schemes,ire,::used to model the composition; in one, the densities were
^ `e3itrapo)7 disd to 120 km o using exosphoric temperatures and a tomperature
8,r0;i.unt parameter (a-0«0215 km 1 ) determined from the N2 measurements and it,
sod an a Bates (1959) temperature profile having constant lower boundary
i '.
	
(120 km) values *	In the other $ the do.nait.ties were extrapolated to 450 km
aQsumina an isothermal rugimao 	 A least squares fit of ,, spherical harmonics
to the data was made in both cases. 	 'these functions were used since it
wras felt tha t tha	 wrari► n	 raximate ni enfunct-lons in the thermoa hers andy 	 pp	 8	 R
i
since they were complete. That is, only a small number of terms should be
needed, but ae;.much detail as desired could be obtained simply by adding
Moro terms. The theoretical ndvanta es of spherical 'harmonies arei\
discussed more completely by ;iayr and Volland (1971) and Volland and Meyr
(1972). The model contained only time inda^'jndent, solar and moStatic
activity, annual, semiannual, d urnatl $
 semidiurnal, and terd urnal terms.
The F 10,7 variation included,nonlinear components, but because the range. 	 ;
Was small. Ap variations were linearly approximated and a 6-hour lag was
6used in accordance with Jacchia (`1971).
The accuracy of the teeperature representation was estimated to be
±SO K subject to the validity of the boundary Conditions, The accuracy of
the 0 and He values at 120 km were dependent on the assumption of
diffusive equilibrium as well as on the inferred temperatures. The
uncertainty in the actual meaauremants of the densities, up to 25: for N2
and 0 and up to 50% for 'He, not including a 10-15Z calibration
uncertainty, also llmitad the model's accuracy.
A diurnal maximum near 1000 LT was found for He while N 2
 peaked near
1600 LT. Winter waxima of He and of the 0 to N2 ratio were also observed
in addition to a 400 K summer to winter exosphoric temneratur .+ +Aff
The inferred temperatures appeared to he about 7% higher than
corresponding incoherent scatter measurements (Salah and Evans, 1973) and
the diurnal variations compared favorably with the exception of the winter
morning values where N 2
 data were sparse,
lasprzak and Newton (1976) compared predictions of the Ogo 6 model,
(Heflin at al., 1974) to mass spectrometer measurements from San Marco 3"
They found that the N2 values agreed Within ±40% while total oxygen and
mass density were within +30','.; howrever, poor agreement between helium
values was found and attributed to extrapolation of the Ogo 6 data to the
lower altitudes which were covered by San Marco 3 * The Ogo 6 mo`'el showed
a`'diuraal maximum of He from 1000 to 1100 LT at 450 km while San Marco 3
	
s
data displayed a maximum from 0700 to 0800 LT between 220 km and 280 kmo
n
p\
j
f
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A model 31milar to Ago 6 (Iiedin at al., 1974) was presented by von
Zahn at al. ( 1977) on the basis of Earo 4 composition measurements. This
model used data over the 240-320 km altitude rango and ovsred the lower
activity portion of the solar cycle. F,xospheric temperatures were
inferred from both molecular nitrogen and argon, These averaged 5-99
lower than those predicted by the Ogo 6 model for an F10.7 of 120 and were
supported by more recent findings (Hedin at al. ) 1975; Naueraberger at
al., 1976;Thuillier et al,, 1977). The summer to winter temperature
difference as also loiter for the Esro 4 (315 K) than for the Oho 6 model
(415 f:). The seasonal a^ diurnal variations of N 2 And Ar in the Esrto 4
model were si*ilar, supp; ting the assumption that both reflect the
thermal stFiicttice zn zhe yPper atmosphere. The seasonal variation of 9
appeared 4,o be dominated by a semiannual effect and the diurnal am liLude
'	 1
was found to be small, The He distribution showed a noticeable winter
bulge of greater than 40 t # es the summer density and the semiannual
component was found to be much larger than the diurnal variation.
An extension to the Ago 6 model was made by Hedin at al. (1977a, b)
using mass spectrometer data from five satellites (AE-B, Ogo 6, San Marco
3, Aeros A t and AS-C) and incoherent scatter measurements from four ground
stations (Arecibo, Jicamarca, Millstone Hill and St. Santin)• The average
exospheric temperature for this MS IS (mass spectrometer and incoherent
scatter) model, was 1041 K for an F10.7 of 150. This was 56 K' lower than
the Ogo 6 model and 35 K higher than the model of Jacch a (197.j,;)---' The
uncertainty of this value was estimated to be 15-20 K from comparisons
}altitude N* data also agreed wall with rocket data (Offer-:anne 1974) but
the higher altitude N 2 values differed markedly from the Jacchia (1971)
s	 values. The othe-,' species represented (He, Ar, 0 2 and H) and, in	
i
particular, 0, did not agree so well with low altitude rocket data
(Offeirmann, 1974), Possibly due to sari-ace reactions of 0 in the rocket
data and incomplete geographical coverage of He. The high altitude He
variations were nearly, ` thf6 same as found by Keating at ale (1974) on"the
basis of satellite drag analysis and the seasonal variations of atomic
oxygen agreed well with the results of Mauersberger at ale (1976).
Thuillier et al a (1977) extensively analyzed the 630 nm airglow data
from Ogo 6 and prea'ented a global empirical model of the exospheric
temperature derived from this data. The polar beating patterns seen by
9lamont at ale (1974) were still present after the database of the model
had been edited and these patterns occurred during both solstices and
equinoxes. They were particularly strong during magnetically disturbed
periods. The airglow derived temperatures were in fair agreement with
incoherent scatter results (Salah at al., 1975) and with temperatures
inferred from N 2 density data (Hedin at al., 1974) and Ar and N2 densities
(Chandra and ;Spencer, 1975).
A comparison of eaoapharic temperatures inferred from total density,
r
N2 density, and 630 nm airglow data made by Nisbet at ale (1977) showed
that temperatures inferred from 11 2
 densities were in much better agreement `?
with airglow temperatures than they were with those inferred from total,
densities. This was especially true at high latituc.ea uhcra the
5
9atmosphere is definitely not in diffusive equilibrium. However, the moms
of N2 is cl,ocar to the mean molecular mass than any other constituent and
N2 is the major constituent in the region where eddy diffusion and
verti at diffusion are both important and it is a better indicator of
tam A rature than any other s ecies includi ng the sum of all ase^a underP	 Y	 P	 ,	 6	 8	 r
t/e assumption of diffusive equilibrium. The N 2
 density inferred
emperatures did, however, underestimate the influence of magnetic
activity on the temperature at low latitudes while overestimating t 	 u_	 p	 _	  	 tima_ _ng his
effect at high latitudes using CIRA ( 1972) boundary conditions at 120 km
and the polar cap distributions of N,, and the temperature were rather	 I1`0
different;
i
le effeez of the large staid circulation induced by`a magnetic storm
in February, 1974 on the neutral composition was investigated by Mayr andf
Hedin (1977) utilizing the model of Mayr and Volland (1973a)o High
latitude depletions of 0 and He and enhancements in Ar as well as low
latitude increases in 0 and He and decreases in Ar were predicted and
substantially validated by AE-C neutral density measurements. An energy
input of 1.7 ?:.1 0..3 _ Sr M-2 above 120 km was needed to bring the theory into
agreement with the composition data. The annual changes in the neutral,
density distribution were said to have an important influence on the
dynamics of magnetic storms. It should be noted that this treatment was
	
f
based on a model having no local time dependence either in the energy
^' a
10
Jacchia at al1977) used compouition measurements from Esro 4 to
create a global thermospheric model for magnetically dialturbod conditions.	 r
st
They showed that a variation of the height of the homopause 'would
reproduce the density changes observed during disturbancdes, though noting
}a
that rapid fluctuations of this level might not be likely. They also
found that the difference* between density values obtained during
transient disturbances and sustained magnetic storms could be reproduced
by the nonlinear character of the relationship between geomagnetic heating
and the variation in homopause height. The sudden heating gave rise to an
'equatorial wave' in addition to the usual thermal effects.
9ailier et al. ( 1979) compared several thermospheric empiricailslobel
models ( MSIS \^Yedin et also 1977&, b; Caro 4, von Zahn et al., 1977; " J77',
Jacchia, 1977; 1 4TM, earlier et also 1978b) under various geophysical
,h
	
	 conditions. Each model performed relatively well overall, but none of the
models explained the variations present in the data completely. In
particular, diurnal phase and aimplitude estimates were noticeably
E
different below 200 km. Also, major discrepancies between He data in
areas of low fie ,concentrations from satellite drag analysis and from mass
spectrometer measurements could not be reconciled*
{i
I
Hedin et al. ( 1 979) and 'Gaux and von Zahn (1979) made improvements to
a
the MIS and Esro 4 models, respectively, by adding longitude corrections
to these models which reflected the offset of the geomagneti,c'poles from
the geographic poles. These corrections repre'3ented the gross effects of
u
magnetic coordinates on the composition and density, but the role of
p
't11
incro*sins magnetic activity was •till, not satisfactorily delineated.
The annual variations of several neutral constitualnts (N2, 
of lie, Ar#
N) were outlined by Kdhnlain at al. (1979) using Aeros A and g data taken
near 0400 LT and 1600 I.T. Agreement v ith MSTS and Esro 4 predictions was
quite good for Ho although a large scatter, (±40X) was preset in soma of
the measurements. IN* general behavior of N agreed fairly Well with
	 2
Engebretson at al. (1977) although Aeros mosurementa dioplsyed a polar
structure which was quite different• The Aeros, Moro 4, nod 14SIS models
predicted nearly identical values for 0 except s phere the measurements were
extrapolated to 120 km. The Aeros data on Ar and N 2 showed strong
variations with magnetic activity near the poles as was predicted, 'by garo
4 and MSIS, but the equatorial behavior of Ar was quite different than
HSIS estimated.
1.2.3 TheoreticalL :fodels
1.2.3.1 neutral Composition and Temperature
R
The seasonal behavior of the neutral thermosphere averaged over daily
i
E;	 variations was examined by t!ayr and Volland (1972a) who outlined the
latitudinal structure of the annual and semiannual components by applying
small perturbations to the conservation equations and observing she
effects of different energy inputs BUV heating was used as an energy
source for the annual component and a "term si;suLating auroral heating,
which maximized at the poles, use added to this in
-
 order to study the
semiannual variations. Although photochemistry was neglected, clear
N
ii
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annual and semiannual trends were found * The annual solar heat input {
imbalance induced a tit-culation system with winds blowing from the,summor
to t ^' me hemisphere i the upper he ow ere:	 is drat a	 3^ i	 {h' winter
	 p	 n p  t rm h
	
p_	 Th 	ppea
to damp the temperature variation strongly, however, in order to maintain
continuity, the lighter minor constituents 0 and iie began to diffuse
upward through the maj or Sao 661tcular nitrogen in the summer hemisphere
c	
and becam* dapleted at lower altitudes where the large molecular nitrogen
concentration acted as a barrier to diffusion thus decreasing the pressure
1l
variation and, consequently,,'the horisontal wind velocity, This in turn
reduced the adiabatic heat transfer from the preferentially heated summer
hemisphere to the cooler winter" hemisphere allowing the maintenance of a
„'Rim aemiannua effect appeared as ;educed 0larg$r tcinN6cati4 imbalance+	 p
densities below 450 km and reduced He densities at all thermospheri:c
heights near both poles corresponding to 01 piak in heat input
there; however, the equatorial concentrations of these consttuento
increased in response to the semiannual circulation cells from the poles
to,., the equator. Surprisingly enough, 'the annual :Hass density variation
was found to be nearly constant with altitude and the small semiannual
variation almost latitude independent; these results were due to. the
circulatic-T,--;and the resulting diffusion of atomic oxygen and heliumr..
through molecular nitrogen. This explained, for the first time wh y
satellite drag measurements of total density showed little change In the	 x
annual variation with height`yhi.le mass spectrometer data indicated the
r13
The diurnal phase difference between the temtparatura and the„U
der►oity was investigated by Mayr and Volland (1972b) usic'g a
twos-dimensional time-dependent model having solar heating as an energy
sourc,eo The momentum and continuity equations were solved assumi0a no
	 /I
variation in n(0) at the lower boundary of 90 km and diffusive equilibrium
for atomic oxygen above 250 km Wind-induced variations of n(4) were
found to control the atonic oxygen distribution below 200 km whereas
thermal expansion became more important above 300 km. The time of the
diurnal maximum of atomic oxygen of 1030 LT was r.early equal, to that of
the wind at low altitudes, increasing slowly towards that of the temper-
ature, (1600 LT) throughout the upper thermosphere. The authors noted"
µ
that a major shortcoming of this model was that energy inputs -a"rft dg
netic storms, which were not included, could couple with the lower
thermosphere and possibly reduce the density-temperature phase differ-
ence significantly. Also, the effects of semidiurnal and terdiurnal
harmonics, which could be important, were not considered.
Thii study was extended by Mayr at a1. (1973), wh:o used a 'quasi'
three-dimensional; model and considered diurnal, semidiurnal, and
terdiurnal harmonics in the'energy input term. These harmonics manifested
a latitudinal dependence and peaked at the equator. Nonlinear coupling
between the diurnal ion drag term and the diurnal horizontal wind
'i
component was also included. The 1600 LT temperature maximum and the mass
density peak near 1400 tT were shown to be consistent with the theory.
The semidiurnal and, more importantly, the terdiurnal harmonic caused a
shift in the temperature maximum at high altitudes to dater local tines in
14
closi agraa:m*nt with radar hookscatter observations (Caxru at &lot
1967= Nisbet+► 1967;. Val.dteufat and ttcClure, 1461; Ii4haxn, 1969; Salsh and
brans, 1175)= lover in the thermosphara, energy redistribution resulting
from heat advection tended to shut the temperature peak towards noon,
Diffusion of 0 and lisp especially from energy inputs occurring below 120
ka, 3restly influenced the phase of tha,mass density above 250 kot,
shifting it towar44 earlier hours.
The effects of upper atmospheric flow on the minor gases helium and
argon wero. outlined by> Reber and hays (1973) by combining the momentum and
continuity equations to derive density profiles for these gases. Model
values were used for the tomperature and major gas -.('N) distributions and2
lower boundary densities wore assumed for He and Ar. An expression
developed by Hodges and Johnson (1968) was used to determine the upper
boundary flux of He. Ash arbitrary vertical. Wind profile which induced
summer to winter: traneequatovial flow was chosen as the thermoopheri.c wind
field. This hemispherical flux caused a significant increase in the
winter to summer helium density ratio. Exoispheric transport lessened this
value} particularly near the peak of the 11-year solar cycle when the
exospheric temperature was high, but a poke to pole ratio of about 10 was
still maintained, Equatorial horizontal winds of 100-200 m sec-' at 200
km were found to be consistent with the He densities measured by Ogo 6.
The effects of the wind field on Ar were quit.; different. The „ Ar density
increased in the summer hemisphere by almost a factor of 4 over winter
hemisphere values and exospheric flow was found negligible since the Ar
15
available to compare with this estimate at that time.
The diur^rl behavior of the thermosphere war , examined by Harris and
Mayr (1975) by extending the previous studied of Mayr and Volland (1972&0
b; 1973a) involving nonlinear processes and 'mode coupling'. 	 Mode
110 coupling was believed to occur between 100 km and 200 km where the1
functional form of the solutipns Co the transport equations changes 3
4
radically.	 In thistransition region, solutions could only be expressed
by a combination of both low altitude and high altitude eigenfunctions.
The effects of viscosity, ion drag, diffusion, advection and heap;
conduction Caere also included in the analysis. 	 The results showed a i
decrease--in the diurnal variations of temperature and N 2 density at all 'fe _
altitudes with respect to one-dimensional models. 	 The 0 variation was
more complicated; above 200 km the diurnal amplitude decreased, but below
r 200 km a substantial increase (due to wind—induced diffusion) was
observed.	 The phases of the temperature. N 2 density, and 0 density !iu
decreased at nearly all heights; in particular,=the phase of 0 below 200
C
km was shifted by more than 12 hours towards morning. The un 4ue
-	 amplitude and phase behavior of 0 were direct results of transport.-
Further', these results were what Harris and Priester (1962) had attempted
,	
G r
to duplicate by involving a • secoV heat source'.
Strauss et al. (1977) constructed a three —dimensional dynamical model
of helium in the upper atmosphere which included the effects of 'exospheric {
transport, molecular and eddy diffusion, , and solar activity-.	 A background
is
gas consisting of 0, 0 29 and N2 was assumed and represented by the CIRA
iS
c;
,
4
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(1972) modal, and momentum feedback by He on this gas was considered
negligible, The empirical representation of the background gas density
and the temperature was considered more realistic than the solution of the
energy equation due to uncertainties in the solar flux estimates. The
only equations requiring solutions were, therefore, momentum and
continuity For He. An upper boundary condition For holium was taken from
Hodges and Johnson ( 1968). The low altitude diurnal maximum in helium waa
estimated to lie between 0600 and 0800 LT,, Although this phase increased
somewhat with height, it was still earlier than empirical models
predicted. Lower spatial resolution in the theoretical model was
suggested as an explanation. The pole to pole helium ratio was calculated
for nevi ral F 10. 7 valuen and was found to increaae as the FWO index
flecroaaed. , A decrease in exospherie transport seeired to be the reason for
this no Reber °and Hays (1973) had founds Smaller effects on this 'bulge
ratio' were observed by varying, 1, the eddy diffusion coefficient. The
1
ratio increased from 7 s2 to 9.0 at 4^A km as K was increased from 3 x 102
to 103 m? 8"1	 1.0.7for an F	 of 144 x 10``2' W m'
,
 lac -1 . These results were
generally in agreement with empirical modals and quantitative differences
were attributed to insuffi,c ences of the Cllr: (1972) parameters used. The
authors suggested that the inclusion of a globally varying eddy
Uffusivity could have significant effects on the predicted distribution
of the minor gases.
Strauss (1977) estimated the global distribution of argon by the same
method used to determine the distribution of heliumo but without
i
exospheric ` transport. Calculations were made for both hydrostatic and
f
E
A
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Strauss and Christopher (1979) investigated the influence of
I► 	 tranenort on the global atomic oxygen ] molecular oxygen and molecular	 f
Jj
nitrogen distributions in the thermosphere. Using 0, 0 21 and N,) coupled
by collisions and neglectinj =-photochemistry, calculations for hydrostatic
and steady state dynamic conditions were made by solving the mass and
.x
j
momentum conservation equations. Departures from diffusive equilibrium
u
for 02 and NY below 200 km Were slight, but atonic oxYgen showed a
substantial variation in this region. A.11 constituents approached
diffusive equilibrium towards higher altitudes. A low altitude minimum of
the 0 concentration was found at both poles for equinox and at the summer it
pole for solstice. The local summer minimum gave way to a maximum in 0 at
higher altitudes (>375km). These effects were consistent with
n
wind-induced diffusion in the lower thermosphere succumbing to thermal
t..
expansion with increasing height.
lW^{'4g^Fd44!Mri!+M#pu:='^..^°= chi' '4'WanY...—..=-eCo-s'^m..-.. 	 s	 .YCm=r^4'^
	 '^
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dynamic conditions. For dynamic conditions, the diurnal maxim UM of organ
appeared later in the day (1400 LT) and the diurnal, 'bulge ratio' yos
larger (11.5 at 320 km) The model compared favorably in the equatorial
regions with San Harco 3 data (Newton et al., 1975) in determining the
diurnal p1h se, however, the diurnal amplitude was overestimated and an
inadequate representation by the CIRA (1972) modes., which was used to
calculate the vertical diffusion velocity of ar3on, was suggested as the
reason for this. Comparison with the M5 IS im del (Rodin at al., 1977a, h)
and with data from Esro 4 (von r^shn at al., 11973) again revealed
overestimation of the diurnal variation.
( t,^
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1.2.3.2. Atmospheric Motion
._
\\	 'Theoretical exam nations og the thermospharic circulation system
If
have traditionally been based on the solution to the equation of motion
for the neutral gas using empirical temperature and pressures distribu-
tions and assuaging diffusive equilibrium. Although this assumption has
been found unrealistic below 150 km (Mayr and 'Vol,l.and, 1972a, b; Mayr
at al., 1973), it has, nevertheless:_ enabled investigators to produce
important and useful, models of the rag s n of the thermosphere normally
investigated by satellites.
One of the earlier attempts to rapresent the thermospher,c wind fie ld
was made by Kohl and King (1967) based on a static atmospheric modal
(Jacchia, 1265) used to estimate pressure $;radiants resulting from
non-uniform oolar heating in the upper' atmosphere. "These estimates of the
'driving force' were Applied to the linearized horizontal equation of
motion for the neutral gas which included ion drag, viscous, Coriolis and
linear inertial terms, Vertical Profiles of the horizontal wind velocity
in the absence of electric fields vere thereby obtained. The calculations1
were performed for equinox for peak electron densities of 1d 1 '^` m'3,
roughly corresponding to daytime and 3 x 1011 M73 p  approximately tho. fa of
nighttime The - wind Velocity vector at 300 km corresponding to,Ahigh
electron densities essentially followe4,the pressure gradieAt du pe to the
strong influence of ion drag *
 The Coriolis and inertial terms dominated
the circulation pattern for the lower electron density (lower ion drag)
conditions. In this case, the high latitudel.,4ind direction°ways distinctly
	
shifted towards the east while the low latitude motions were directed	 t
3
x;	 is
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westward. The authors cautioned that these: results were subject to the
rather: restrictive assumptions of a sinusoidal driving force, fixed
electron and ion densities, a. single viscosity coeffio',,letnt profiles
coincidence of geographic and magnetic poles,:.end the neglect of all
forces other than that°of the pressure gradient (e+g, electric fields).
A similar study was undertaken by Ceieler ( 1967) using a modified
pressure distribution. (Jacchia and Slowey, 1967) as the driving force.
The resulting wind patterns did not vary substantially from those found by
.Kohl and King ( 1967) although they wind velocities differed. Variations in
ion., drag appeared to have much more influence on the merid oval wind
doittl ►onent titan changes in molecular viscoeityE
Atmospheric models nor Goth neutcsl and ionize' p.rtie' 1a ntS^:i es
s;(Jatilchit+^ 19651 Nisbet. 1970) formed the basis for the global wind system
study completed by alum, and Harris (1975x, b). The Navier- Stokes
equations including nonlinear effects were solved to obtain horizontal
winds, although the nonllnearities were subsequently shown to be of
impor, tancs only in the eq^ltorial reg on # In contrast to previous work,
the effects of electric fi lds were considered, but the simplification of
coincident geographic and magnetic poles was retainQii. The pressure
radiant andg	 ion. drag terms appeared to have a dominant influence', on the
solutions, but significant variations from Coriolis, viscosity, and
inertial terms at various geographical positions indicated that
	
1
i
simplification of the equations of motion was only valid for fixed
altitudes or geographic locations. Comparison_ of theoretical predictions
x
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with wind velocities dateemined from iwnoohetent scatter Measurements ware
generally favorable. The empirical findings"of Harper (1971) at Arecibo
F
(1800) indicated smaller equa►torward velocities than predicted and a
^F
diurnal phase about one hour earlier than the theoretical totimate
	
'
observations of `Evans ( 1971) at Millstone Hill (4206 0H) also showed a
smaller equatorwsrd aversga but the lower order harmonic$ of the local
time variation were siviilar to the theoretical curves, The mar dional
winds deduced by Amayanc and Vasseur (1972) for equinox also had a smaller
4 
equatorwaard maximum than that theoretical asw l^matbs. This discrepancy was	 \r	 ^
'	 not so large for solstice and was thought to have been due to the lower
ion densities used in the theoretical treatment.
^s
A similar approach was taken by Creukmora at al. (1975) who used the
Jacchin (1971) model for the temperature and neutral densities and the
Ching and Chiu (1973) modal for the ion concentrations. Modal up to the
i
4th Harmonic were incl,udod in the treatment and the results "re somewhat
similar to those of 'Blum and i4rris (1975x, b) when the differing ion
densities assumed were reconciled, Large scale affects Appoared to be	 9
illustrated seasonably wall, but the resolution needed to elucidate the
04maller scale features ryas lack na, The significant contribution of
vertical motion to the anargy balance at high latitudes was stressed a  An
k
important area requiring future work. a
1
a
The inflweer^ca of a convection a3,actrtc field in the polar raglans can
x
ion drifts and neutral winds was invastigated by meads, ( 1976). A dawn to
dusk, electric field similar to that observed by Qgo 6 (Curnatt 1972) and
D
z     
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two height independent latitude profiles of the ion density were used to
r
+	 solve the horizontal equations of motion for the neutral and ionised gases
between 110 km and 200 km.
	
The neutral wind field of electric field 3
origin was found to depend strongly on the ion density profiles and the 1
`	 wind speed was found to be comparable to tine thermally driven wind speed 1
(Kohl and King ► 1967) of greater than 100 m see	 at '200 kui^
Roble at al. (1977) analyzed the seasonal and solar activity induced
variations of the zonal mean circulation for quiet geomagnetic conditions*
Extending the model, of Dickinson at al. (1975 9 1977) to low solar F
activityp the authors found that the mass flow above 100 km at solstice
from the summer to the winter hemisphere was much larger near solar
l
f	 maximum than near solar minimum. 	 The equinoctial transition of the
J 4
average interhemispheric flow occurred within y weeks of equinox And this
j	
, 
	
delay diminished substantially with increasing geomagnetic activity.
Although the flow was driven mainly by solar UV and &UV sources,
modulation of these sources by high latitude effects Which Were themselves
related to Seomagneric Activity appeared likely due to the variat ion in
I this transition eriod•	 Since the magnitude of the high latitude sources
needed to be adjusted over the solar cycle to obtain agreement with i
measured temperatures and winds the energy input in these regions was
;6
expected to vary with solar activity.
u
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1e2e4 Small Scale Phenomena
1.2.4.1 Temperature and Density Behavior During Periods
3r	 of Low Magnetic Activity
The spatial and temporal variations of the neutral thermosphere Which
are highly localized have not yet been included in global empirical
models. The large number of terms needed to adequately represent these
perturbations in an analytic fashion do not seem justified at this time
because,of insufficient physical understanding and limited databases.
Only specific inquiries into regionalized phenomena can give an accurate
picture of the fine structure in the thermosphere at the present time.
Mid— to high-latitude heating, sources. were observed by Reber and
Hedin (1974) by analyzing two years of neutral density measurements from
	 j
Ogo 6e The molecular nitrogen concentration near 450 km was found to
increase, the helium density to decrease, and the atomic oxygen
concentration to remain fairly stable in the region of„heating• These
results appeared consistently during magnetically quiet periods,
suggesting that the heating was a permanent feature of the neutral
thermosphere. Corotation of this heat source with the geomagnetic ,pole
indicated that some type of geomagnetic control was being exerted although
no correlation with the cusp region could be found.
Taeusch and Hinton (1975) related N, density variations to
_electradynamic and particle heating in the quiet polar thermosphere. Mass x
spectrometer measurements of the 11 `
 density from Ogo 6 were normalized to
450 km and then divided by the corresponding Og,o 6 model densities (Hedin
	
#t
et al., 1974) in order to estimate differences from the average *
LL
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G,
goncentration as well as variability in these differences. The behavior
of N2 with respect to`invariant latitude (ILAT) and magnetic: local time
(11ST) was then outlined. ..The regions having the greatest differences
between measurements an-11-model estimates were the cusp area and the
0000-0000 MT sector, Although the positiolc of the cusp was quito
variable, it was usually located near 80 0 ILAT and 1200 ULT, In addition
to large differences froze average values, the' densities in the cusp were.
found to be quite variables The densities in the 0000-0300 ULT region did
not display this variability. This suggested that the energy inputs to
the cusp, quite possibly the particle precipitation identified by
Gustafson (1972), were quite variable while the heat sources in the
0000-0300 MLT region, which are more likely electric fields, over a region
where particle precipitation has'enhariced the conductivity%, were very
persistent.
Wavelike structure in N 2, Ar, and He was seenby Reber et al. (1975)
over several individual, orbitm of Atmosphere Explorer C (AE-C) The
relative amplitude of the Ar waves was about twice that of the N2
disturbances, but with the sane phase * He was usually 190, out of phase
with N2 and had -about one-half the N 2 amplitudes The data examined,
however, were too .limited to determine the nature of the disturbanc^s^^
^
The first experimental evidence of transport by the diurnal tide was
presented by Hedin at al. (1978) using AE-E data,• A large phase shift in
O and He from high to low altitudes, p;tedicted , by Mayr and Harris (1977)
------ 	 ..-I J'J-r-J ...
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statistical deviations in the data made it difficult to evaluate the
agreement between theory and observations quantitatively. The region
above 200 km showed no departures from diffusive equilibrium while there
sk
were masked in the low altitude regime. A description in terns of eddy
diffusion models, which predicted composition 'variations only below 1,20 km
and diffusive equilibrium above, was found unsatisfactory since the
predicted increases of 0 and Ile amplitudes from 150 km to 120 km Were not
observed.
Temperature variations in the polar thermosphere over the 11-year
solar cycle were studied by Chanin and. Tulinov (1979). Sodium clouds 	 q
between. 120 km and 180 km from rocket flights were used to estimate
neutral temperatures. v`alues obtniiled -near 155 I= for t we solar minim,,n
were found to be about 500 K larger than those for the solar maximum. A
possible explanation of this was increased turbulence in the lower	 ?{
thermosphere and therefore t larger beat flow to the mesosphere during the
solar maximum (Ropes, 1973). This flow would cause a. higher altitude
mesopause at the peak of the solar cycle and, therefor'a * lower
a
temperatures near 120 km. -This explanation would be consistent with the
observed higher exospheric temperatures of the solar maximum since the 	
4
temperature gradients would be larger in this case.
J
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1.2.4.2 Tara erctu a and Denait Behaviorrin Periods1	
gf High Magnetic A ti'S^ v,
Analysis of orbital drag measurements during geonsenetic storms by
Jacchiau (1959) first suggested that the neutral thermospherric density
I
increases during these disturbances. The time lag of the response of the
composition to heating as well as the details of the response continue toto
be a topic of considerable interest, Although the theory is st,111,
developing,"a summary of the Advances Trade is in order. 	
r
A theor+eti.cai investigation of they density response to auroral
heating was launched by Volland and floyir (1971). A heat input resembling
R;	 an impulse function in latitude and exponentially decaying to time was
p	 _+	 U. AT) . Tad ., u=sed tV -..:drtir-e .: .aositioncd in the nighttime auroral zones (x_65
three-dimensional model of the thermospheric density based on a spherical,
harmonic expansion to see 'which harmonic components were effectively
damped out and which propagated to lower latitudes. Although an
	 t
inordinate number of harmonics would have been needed to accurately
portray the heat input * it was shown that the thermosphere effectively
damped all but the four lowest components after the first hour of the
stoma. The time response of the maximum density change varied from 2.5
hours at the pole to 6 hours Ai the equator and the amplitude of this
variation at the pole was twice that at the equator. The local time
behavior of the density changes was found to depend on latitude,
maximizing between about 0000 LT and 0600 LT.
i'
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Neutral densities from the Ogo b cuss spectrometer were examined by
Taeusch at al. (1971) to determine What variations of composition occurred
during the geomagnatie disturbances in the period 27 September to 3	 [	 ,
October, 1969.	 All data were normalized to 500 km and divided by quiet
time values before comparisons were made. 	 The ratio of the N2 density
under disturbed conditions to the N2 density under quiet conditions
showed the largest value in the auroral zones and the 0 ratio increasedt ^
hers as welly but not by so such. 	 The equatorial variations were small
M during the storms observed. 	 The N2 and 0 densityvariations were°used to
infer neutral temperature changes by invoking Jacchia (1971) model
temperatures corresponding to the neutral density values. 	 Temperature
_ -_ - nn IL while 3nreasesnCreaSA& nE L qn it ae "oh Ut-4t ►,des vwrn 	 nferxpd fe	 e_
of only 325 K were inferred from 0 vairiationsc 	 The smaller increases for
0 Were attributed to changes in the assumed Lower boundary conditions.
That is, N 2 was expected to be more nearly in diffusive equilibrium at low
altitudes than 0.	 In contrast to the high latitude temperature increases,
r
equatorial enhancements of only 25 K for N,, and 45 K for 0 Were
6414ulated.	 These valuer suggested upwelline in the polar regions and	 i
I subsidence near the equator as predicted by Mayr'Ind Volland (1970) and
others.
	
The density changes above 600 geographic latitude appeared to
occur less than one hour after the onset of a storm as measured by the
geomagnetic field variation.	 The largest changes occurred near 0600 and
1000 HLT which suggested geomagnetic control of the heat,source(a). 	 ax.p
A decrease in the lower boundary 0 to N 2 ratio and change 's in
1
thermospheric circulation during magnetic storms were predicted by Chandra 	
j
t.
and Stubbe ( 1971) upon solving the equations of motion and heat conduction
27
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for the ions and neutrals and the ion continuity equation. The height of
the turbopauss was expected to vary and any temperatures deriv ed using
F	 fixed boundary conditions were, therefore, considered to be inaccurate*
The ion densities were shorn to be sensitive to the 0 to N2 ratio and it
was suggested that ionospheric parameters be used in modeling - since they
„
were easier to measure than neutral ones.
p	 Mayr and Volland ( 1972c) showed that the circulation system set up by
a magnetic storm would caLie low altitude depletions in n(0) in the polar
f
regions due to diffusion and, high altitude enhancements in n(N 2 ), but riot
E
in n(0), at high latitudes. The model of Mayr and Volland `(1971) waa used
for the calculations and two auroral heat sources were assumed to excite
f	 thermospharic circulation, One source maximized near 100 km, simulating
t
auroral particle precipitation and the other near 150 km, which was
C
assumed to be similar to Joule heating by electric fields. A constant 0
density at 90 km and no diffusion above 250 km, where 0 becomes the major
k	 species, were assumed And solutions to the coupled continuity and momentum
equations were obtained using up to the second Legendre polynomial for the
heat input, temperature and wind fields, and the diffusive flux. Only the
Joule heat source was found capable of reproducing the densities measured
near 400 km during a magnetic disturbance (Taeusch et al p , 1971). The 0
density variation was separated into temperature and wind components.
These were comparable at high altitudes ( 250-400 km) but the wind effects
dominated thertemperature induced variations lower down. Since the two
mechanisms are basically in opposition, it Was expected that 0 would be
depleted at low altitudes (<200 km) due to the vertical wind and slightly
-i
^r
a
F
a
i
{
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enhanced at high altitudes (>400 km) because of thermal expansion. A
quite different situation was predicted for N2 . Being the major species
and diffusing negligibly through 0, the N' #as was found to be controlled
	
E
mainly by thermal sources throughout the upper atmosphere although the
circulation system was responsible for enhancing the concentration at high
latitudes while depressing it near the equator6
An increase of the tease density in the thermosphere was linked to
enhanced auroral alectrojet activity by Forbes and Marcos (1973) Who
examined accelerometer data taken by the Air Force 0'V -15 satellite and
orbital decay information on the 196$-61#A satellite. The density
increases found in the	 do aurora agreed well, with Cole's (1962, 1966, 	
#
re4	 ^+ ^•{_aysi
1971) Joule heating theory. A wavelike structure originating in the
auroral zone was 111^so observed during periods of elactrodet activi ty,
Several equatorial variations of the composition were discussed by
Reber at al. (1973) using Ogo 6 mass spectrometer data. Temperature
enhancements of 50-150 K at low latitudes and up to 1000 K at midlatitudes
Were inferred from N2 density measurements taken during periods of high
magnetic activity. Substantial decreases of n(0) and n("e) and i ncreases
of the N2 concentration coincided with these magnetically disturbed
perjod3o Variations of N With latitude near the equator appeared to
correspond with F-rnion electron: density changes which had been
associated with the geomagnetic anomaly. 'The diurnal maximum of He at 450
km was observed near 1000 LT, while Nz and 0 peaked nearer to 1500 LT.
e
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Hays at al. (1973) investigated the effects of auroral heating'by
particle precipitation and by electric fields on the thermospheric
composition.	 In particulars changes of composition resulting from
vertical winds which were„excited by the heat generated by magnetic storms
were estimated by solving the vertical continuity and momentum equations
for the period of the sudden heating. 	 Horizontal variations of
composition were assumed to ,be neiigible during the onset of a magnetic
storms
	
The mean molecular mass was shown'to increase at 500 km regardless
of-the type^of energy input and the largest variations of the composition k	
A
associated with the particle fluxes resulted from 'soft' (< 0.5 keV)
W precipitation.	 This was explained by the fact that winds cause the
I
F
greatest changes where the vertical composition gradients are largest.
H
The region over which this occurs corresponds to an area of large electric
fields and is also the zone of 'soft' particle precipitation (near 130 1
km).	 Estimates of the high altitude variation of composition for similar }
r heating profiles showed that this variation was nearly independent of the
rate of heating although it did vary significantly with the total energy
injected into the systems r
r	 Jx,
The response of the thermosphere to geonagnetic heating was examined it
Y
Ln detail by Mayr and Volland (1973b). 	 The theoretical model"uf Afayr and
Volland (1972b) with a modified height distribution of the heat input was
used to estimate the variations in thermospheric temperature and density
t
due to Joule heating.	 The N	 density increased at all altitudes for.. everg	  
	
y. 2
harmonic as would be expected. 	 However, the net increase due to the third
harmonic was much smaller than that caused by the first, indicating
^a
I!	 f	 y
z
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substantial damping by advections The q density decreased at low
altitudes ( <2600 km) as a result of upward diffusion through N,, The i
diffusion vAs caused by the higher harmonica of the heat input (p2 through 	 r``
I
p8} and persisted to high Altitudes* becoming offset by thermal expansion 	
1
only^ above roughly 400 km. This explained the relatively siaall variations
seen in n(0) at high altitude* (400 ttm)	 The situation was completely
different for helium,. In this caeo t the diffusive effects controlled the
density distribution throughout the thermosphere bec&use of the light mass
and low concentration of He-. Thermal effects only slightly offset the
diffusive influences on lie above 300 km. The neutral temperature changes
were also quite marked, The first harmonic of the heating source caused
an overal l imerenan in the to	 CUra 'hut with little latitudinal
depanclence. <<' Tlio' ttigtier harmonics, through vertical diffusion and
horizontal transport $ showed large departures from the " 'diffusioo
equilibrium' tem erature determined b the first	 p	 y 	 harmonic. Theca	 I
departures were strongly dependent on latitude showing the importance of
, including diffusion in calculations dealing with the global temperature
d stributkWi-
Trinks at - al. ( 1975) inferred from Esrc 4 gas annlyrer and
ground-based lonosunde measurements west of 180° E longitude that tl^
mldl,attude Q to N^ ratio between ?So and 400 km $ubUtantially decreased
du-4-1; several magnetic disturbanc*s In February * 1973- This ratio was
`found to decrease even more at high latitudes in a separate ae , apparently	 °t
unrelated teg on. The mid -latitude I$ahavior was attributed to energy
deposited below 150 km and transporiwd from the high latitudes auroral 	 ^"
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ovals, possibly by winds or gravity waves*
Empirical evidence of compositional changes during a period of
increasing magnetic activity was obtained by Prloi lss and Frieke (1976) from
Esro 4 was apectrometer samples. The disturbed to quiet time density
ratio R(n) served as an indicator of compositions! changes throuShout the
period studiedi R(n) increased above I for IN, and for Ar at high
latitudes and became especially large near the -  peak of the itagpiatic
disturbonte; R(n) decroased below I for Ile in the adma region becoming an
small an 0.1. The behavior of 0 was more, complex and both increases and
docroasen of R(n) ittre. oboarved. Generally thus 	 appeared at
lower Attitudes. An upper limit of one orbital period (ninety minutes)
was placed on the high latitude response time by the authors based on the
results of this study*
mayr and Volland (1976) again used Joule heating an an Aurordi energy
input to dotormind what role density waves excited by the aurora played in
modifying the composition in the tbormosphare. Diffusion was found to be
responsible fora" largo phone difference of about 220 0 betwoon, Ro and N.
waves 
and 
of their rolAtively equal amplitude, 	 The phone difference, was in
agroament with Reber at At * (1975) although there remained some question,
as to the actual amplitudes. The wavelengths considered word of the. order
of 1000 km and other mottos, if prosentv were. 	 to 1^* Able to
signiticantly altot these results*
,l
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Neutral N 2, 0 0 Ar, and He data taken down to 160 km by Atmosphere
Explorer C during a magnetic storm in February 1974 were analyzed by Hedin
at al. ( 19770 in order to determine the response of the composition at
low altitudes to magnetic disturbances. The N 2 and "Ar concentrations were
found to -increase and the 0 and He densities to decraase above 45011
geographic latitude, while below this latitude all densities increased
during the storm. A very slow return to normal conditions after the
disturbanc )) indicated that the atmosphere has a timo integration effect
With respect to this type of energy input. There was no apparent
correlation of the neutrals to the 3 -hour ap index, but a correlation with
magnetic latitude was seen. The authors noted that this correlation was
„asyamtmnhr^n.1 sSt.3-o=q.ting s poss',i.l_ magnetic local t iwa; uvilversal time, or	 h
longitude in fluence *
 The 0 to N ratio was also found to be closel!3	 ^^	 2	 Y i
correlated with in-situ, electron densities and F 2
 peak densities as
measured by ionoaondes.
1.2.493 Neutral Wind Observations
ii
Theoretical models of the global circulation system do not yet
Y
f: accurately represent the small scale features. This inaccuracy stems from
the global empirical pressure and temperature models used to determine the
s
circulation patterns. The global model of Jacchia ( 1971) 0 which is based
a
on satellite drag data, exhibits a `lurnal pressure maximum near 1400 LT
While incoherent scatter results (Nisbet, 1967) show the temperature	 .#$
maximum to be near 1600 LT. Studies of the Ogo 6 airglov data ( Blamoht'et
al., 1974 Thuillier at''al •, 1977; Nisbet at al. 
► 
1977) have revealed that
rk
,^	 s
r=
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the maximum temperatures occur near the local summer pole at solstice and 0
not near the equator as was previously assumed-	 Further, Mayr and Voll4nd
(1972b) have determined that the temperature and mass density do not
r
maximize at the same local time because of transport effects; the
temperature appears to peak near 1600 LT while the diurnal maximum of the
i
mass density is neared to 1400 LT * i
lk
IJ	
{
r
14hile more recent models of the thearmoaphere (Hedin et al.,	 1977a, d
b; von Zahn et al., 1977) have unproved the pressure and temperature ;+
estimates, the wind field is still too variable ta;,be accurately
4 ,represented on the basis on global models.	 For example, meridional winds
t^
j#
of substantial magnitude have been shown to flow fron the h1alar cap.
Nisbet and Glenar (1977) have found that= these winds are nolt uniform but {
depend strongly on magnetic local time.	 It is precisely th;s type of Y,
{	 ' Idependence that the models have yet to incorporate.	 For this reason, only
empirical results will be considered here.
o f Kent (1970) has discussed two techniques for determining neutrall
winds.	 One is based on ion drift calculations, which are used to infer
neutral velocities and the other is direct measurement of the neutral
motion.	 Ion velocities can be found using I ncoherent scatter facilities }
y
while rocket vapor trail measurements are often employed as a direct ^^
approach.	 Other direct methods have been developed and will be discussed
later.
i
0
1
}
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Reddy (1974) observed a meridional circulation pattern using
incoherent scatter data from St. Santin (440°11) during several days in
February, 1969 9 when a magnetic storm was in prog;r,ees. Equatorward winds
were seen, ,-above roughly 120 km, while a poleward flow appeared nearer to
100 km. Estimates of the momentum balance showed that the 100 km 'return
flow' could support the higher altitude equatorward flux. An interesting
observation of the wind structure made was that-the difference in velocity
between quiet and distrubed days peaked at 165 km and decreased above this
altitude. The implications of this observation towards understanding the
nature of the wind source were not known.
Support to the circulation theory of magnetic storms was lent by
Srekke et al. (1974) who inferred neutral wind speeds from incoherent
1
scatter data taken at Chatanika, Alaska (ILAT-650) during the
magnetospheric storm of 3 August to 9 August, 1972. The magnitude of the
daytime antisolar flow reported by Brekke et al. (1973) decreased during
the storm and, at one point, even reversed direction. This implied that
strong local forces at high latitudes were effectively competing with the 	 3
predominant day-to-night flow caused by solar heating. Since ion drag was 	 a
not expected to cause such a change, a heat source north of Chatanika
which produced a local pressure gradient was postulated. The nighttime
equatorward flow resulting primarily from the solar tide was reduced,
presumably due to an ncrease ' in`ion drag, while the afternoon and early
M
	
	 morning winds experienced a shift in direction towards the equator during
the storm. These effects were thought to influence the motion far from
the auroral- zones,  and it was suggested that theybe included in future
i 
	
^
investigations of the global wind system.
Roble et al. (1977) used incoherent scatter measurements of the
electron and ion temperatures, electron density and vertical plasma drift
to determine neutral winds over Hillstone Hill (42.6011, 11.50 1) for three
winter and three summer geomagnetically quiet days in 1969 and 1970. The
4
1t'
i	 calculations were rude following Roble et al. (1974). These authors had	 r
deduced neutral winds over Hillstone dill for two quiet days near equinox
	
f
ik
f
w	 =	 and found diurnal averages of the zonal wind to be westward at about 30 m	
.,
8-1. In the more recent work, th* nighttime equatorward winds found were
larger for summer that for winter, but the daytime poleward winds were
smaller duri^.o summer titan in wilttera The diurnal averaee summer winds
f
were 15 m s^ 1 westward for the zonal and 45 m s
- 1 equatorward for the
	
j
meridional component. The winter averages were 15 m s 	 for the	
?f
zonal but a highly irregular meridional component was found• All
velocities were calculated in a form consistent with the Ogo 6 model
c
density values. These values were used in the ion beating and cooling
rate estimates which yielded neutral temperatures based on a locally
balanced ion energy equation. The contributions of electric fields to the
wind system were not included since fields on the order of 1-2 mV m 1 at
this location (Xirchoff and Carpenter, 1975) were felt to cause, only small
r	 :r
!	 4
velocity changes.
,G
Midlatitude winds do not appear to depend critically upon electric 	 ?} ^^
,i
fields, but high latitude motions are much more tightly coupled to the t,
j	 E-fields, particularly in the auroral zones, through ion drag and Joule
ti
f
i
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t
heating (Vedder and Banks, 1972). Wherefore, high latitude analyses must
take the ion drag force into account,
Simultaneous measurements of ion drifts and neutral flogs at high
magnetic latitudes (1650) and high altitudes (>200 km) were carried out by
Meriwether at al. (1973) using barium clouds from rocket releases to
monitor the motions. Optical triangulation allowed a determination of
both drift and wind velocities in the auroral zones, polar cap, and the
transition region. Ion drag forces were sufficient to explain most of the
wind measurements in the evening and midnight regions while other forces,
including a large inertial component, were needed to explain the morning
flows. Spatial rotation of the wind direction from the auroral zones to
the polar cap in the evening and midnight regions was quite noticeable.
The westward to eastward ion convection reversal near the Harang
discontinuity before midnight was particularly outstanding,!,
Hays and Roble ( 1971) obtained meridional wind speeds representative
of the 250 km region at Michigan ( 42.30ut 83.7°W) during two geomagnetic
ostorms by measuring the Doppler shift of the 630 nm line of atomic oxygen.	 h
Southward velocities of 254 to 400 ms 1 were observed throughout the night
during both storms. A combination of diurnal and enhanced auroral zone
sources were suspected to be responsible for these intense flows.
Nagy et al. (1974) also measured the Doppler shift of the 630 nm line
of atomic oxygen from Ester Doge, Alaska (ILAT-650) in order to infer
a
neutral wind velocities while simultaneously measuring ion drifts by
incoherent scatter radar at Chatanika, Alaska. The -, ion drift reversal
ttf
7	
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near magnetic midnight seen by Meriwether et al. (1973) , was quite
prominent and the westward ion drift in the premidnight region appeared to
control, the neutral zonal flow, although no such control was apparent in
the neutral meridional winds :since the north-south ion flux is much
smaller. The postmidnight magnetic local time region displayed virtually
no neutral zonal motion and there appeared to be no simple explanation for
this. The authors noted in conclusion th"`,b a thorough investigation of
the wind system would require estimates of several driving
forces: electric fields of magnetospheric origin, diurnal pressure
gradients from solar heating, Joule and particle heating in tho auroral
zones, and Coriolis terms•
Monthly variations in fiightttuc neutral- 'winds' 'a;w tf. `^ '€wa.s urc:ncar
250, km during solar minimum were catalogued by Hernandez and Roble (1977)
using airglow data taken at Fritz Peak Observatory ( 39«9
0
t1, 105.5°11) from
April, 1975 through March, 1976. Measurements during quiet geomagnetic
conditions were compared to values calculated from Ogo 6 model pressure
gradients (Hedin et al , 1974 )• The zonal flow was predominantly eastward
during winter nights while shifting westward during the mornings. This
transition became progressively earlier towards summer and approached
midnight at the solstice. The diurnally averaged flow was eastward (35-50
m s- 1) during winter and westward (25-30 m s-1) in summer. The equatorial
meridional winds were largest near midnight in summer and smallest during
winter. The daytime poleward flows maximized in winter and minimized in
summer. Diurnal averages of these were 40 m s 1 equatorward and 25-35 m
s 1 poleward during summerr,and winter, respectively. The nighttime
F^
temperatures were lowest in January and highest during May, July, and
August. Agreement between measured and calculated wind apesda was
`tj	 a
generally good, in facto the diurnal averages of the calculated wind
speeds were taken as representative of the measured diurnal averages.
Nighttime temperatures did not agree so well. The measured values were `r
` 100-150 K higher than model estimates for summer and equinox and 50-75 K''
" 'higher for winter. Daytime differences were unknown. The authors
suggested that difl erences between measured and calculated notions might
be reduced by including an auroral heating term in the wind system model,
the magnitude of this term to he determined as that which would bring
calculated and measured values into agreement.
s
An inte^,esting new way of measuring neutral wind velocities based on
mass spectrometer sampling was developed by Knutson et al. (1977).
'w
	
	 Vertical velocity estimates were obtained by using the open source
spectrometer on the AE-C satellite. A determination of the periods
between successive maxima of the spectrometer signal, which were quite
sharp, as the satellite spun allowed the wind component perpendicular to
r
	
	 the spin plane to be approximated. Horizontal wind contributions were
eliminated by using only low altitude measurements since in this case,
only vertical motions were perpendicular to the spin plane. The largest
vertical wind variations were found in the post magnezic midnight auroral
region. Velocity changes as large as 65 m s-1 Were observed although no
to insufficient data
	
these val ues were not always consistent with
tracking measurement; out the tracking data were restricted to dawn and
i,	 r,
-	 a_,
r	
/l
dusk * The authors noted that Breit method dial not suffer these
restrictions and that horizontal grinds could be found by placing the
h	 satellite spin axis in tha vertical direction.	 rn	
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DATABASE OF THE iODEL AND COORDINATE SYSTEM
2.i	 Description of the Satellite and Operating Conditions t
_
The Atmosphere Explorar-C satellite was launchrd into a 68.1 0 €
0	 61
inclination orbit on December 16, 1973 with an initial apogee of 4304 km
a	 and an initial perigee of approximately 157 kn. 	 The initial perigee
latitude changed by .50 per day from 10011 and the local time of perigee
decreased by about 8 minutes per day from 1430 hours local time due to
r
_.
orbital Precession-
	
The satel.ita was maintained in this highly uJ
s
elliptical orbit until November, 1974 9 when the orbit was made circular at
j	 4
altitudes between 220 km and 320 km. 	 The orbital period wan then about 90
minutes so that successive passes were separated in longitude by about 22
degrees.	 Until this maneuver, numerous low altitude excursions were made "..
in order that data could be taken to altitudes below 140 km.
t
The AE-C neutral density measurements used in this study were
obtained from January, 1974 to Junej-1 975 0 a period which corresponded to
the low activity portion of the 11-ye4r solar cycle. 	 The daily burst
G
adjusted 10.7 cm solar radio flux at 1 A.U. was between 66.5 and 144.7 x
10-2` W m-` Hz -1 throughout this period.
1
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2.2 Instrumentation - The O en Source ears S ec trometar
Several neutral mass spectrometers war* included in the payload of
AE-C. Only the Open Source Spectrometar (OSS) was used in the present
r.`> study in order to maintain consistency throughout the database *
 
This
instrument has been deucribed in detail by Mar at al. (1973)o Briefly,
the spatial resolution of the OSS was 3,2 km along the orbital path for a
sampling , rate of 1.6 samples per secondp the normal operating rate. The
,accuracy of the number density measurements was estimated to be within
±20% and much better relative values of the concentration were presumed.
Cases measured by the instrument included N 2s 4
1 020 He, Ar and several
minor species.	
a
2.3 Data Selection and Corrections
The OSS instrument generated several thousand spectra for each gas
sampled during one 30-minute perigee pass of the satellite in the
elliptical phase. 'Migi amount of high resolution data was considerably
larger than desired r`ar the present purposes; therefores a way of unifying
the measurements was needed. The original database of the AE satellite
series included Telemetry (TM) files, Ceophysical Unit (GU) 'files, and
Unified Abstract ( UA) files. The T14 files consisted of satellite orbital
information and raw instrument voltages. The GU files contained high
resolution data $ which consisted of spectra in the case of the OSS. The
VA files were made up of 15-second averages of the high resolution spectra
; ct as such were well suited for the present study. By definition, th ese
averages were centered on the universal time specified for the nensurement
it
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so that the satellite was vrithin about 65 km (along the orbital path) of
the position corresponding to this universal time When the samples
comprising the averages were taken.
Measurements of 11 2 and He by the OSS were accomplished in a fairly
straightforward manner since both of these gases, are reasonably inert,
Estimation of the 0 density was much more difficult due to the
interactions that this highly reactive gas underwent on the surfaces of
the instrument. In fact, in the normal mode of operation, 0 was actually
measured as it would have been in a closed source instrument. That i3p as
0,, 0 after recombination can the walls of the OSS ionizing region.
Unfortunately, the recombination of 0 into 0 2 was incomplete and the
measurements had to be scaled to reflect this. A correction for ambient
02 in the atmosphere was also made. Both corrections were applied as
described by Kayser (1977). More Information concerning the analysis and
calibration of the OSS as well as techniques used to measure 0 and 02 via
mass spectrometers have been supplied by Mier et al *
 
(1974, 1976), French
et al. (1975), and Kayser and Potter (1976).
Lower limits were set on the concentrations as suggested by Kayser
(1977) to reduce the problems of outgassing and low multiplier counting
rates at high altitudes. The minimum values used were 5 x 1012 m-3 0 2011
m-3 , and 5 x 1010 M73 for 0, lie, and .4 2, respectively. The altitudes at
which these concentrations were reached depended strongly upon the time of
	
:a
sampling, the geographical position of the satellite, the magnetic and
solar activities at the time the measurements were taken, and the neutral
Q3
gas oamplqd
L4^ The Haanetic Coor.&Inate System
Macy saronomic studies have organized data in coordinate systems,
Which are based on the magnetic field of the earth,, 	 The 'geomagnetic'
coordinate system is derived from a centered dipole approximation to the
magnetic field., This representation is equivalent to the superposition of
two dipoles lqpated at the center of the earth, one aligned along the
geographic axis and the other lying in the equatorial plane. 	 Geomagnetic
latitude is defined analogously to geographic latitude. 	 The geom.agootic A
equator is defined as the great circle around a sphericA earth which is0
norma l to the centered dipo le.	 GeonaGnetic local time is defined in terms
of the angle formed between the plane containing the earth-sun line and a
vector parallel to the dipole, and the plane containing a vector from the
center of the dipole to an observer and a vector parallelcto the dipole.
'?Magnetic', 'eccentric dipole', or 'offset dipole' coordinates are
derived by displacing the centered dipole some ,l istance from the center of
the earth in order to minimize the second term in the harmonic,expansion
of the magnetic field 'without affecting the first term.	 Magnetic latitude
and magnetic local time are then defined analogously to their 'geomagnetic
counterparts.
The transformation from geographic to geomagnetic coordinates is
simpler than that	 geographic to magnetic or eccentric dipole
coordinates.	 For this reason, geomagnetic coordinates were preferable to
?P	 a
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magnetic coordinates before computers were widely used. Eccentric dipole
coordinates ,^Ik^ ^wever 9 are much more closely related to the magnetic field
configuratio %( at high latitudeso in the auroral zones $ and in the polar
cap. Because they yield a better representation, eccentric dipole
latitude and magnetic local time will be used exclusively in the present
analysis,
The equations used to transfer from geographic to magnetic
coordinates were given by Agy ( 1965) and appear in Appendix l of
Matsushita and Campbell ( 1967). These equations used the direction of the
centered dipole derived by Finch and Leaton (1959) anti the displacement of
the :serer-tEric 'dipole calculated by 'Park# loon and Cleary (195,0). aecu"Lar
variations in the magnetic field cause quantities to change with time rind
it want found desirable to update them to more recent values. The 1 9 0.R.'F.
1975 magnetic field model in conjunction with the method described by
Bartels (1936) was used to do this. The updated equat ions fo r magneric`
latitude and magnetic local time ar 
,J
Magnetic latitude . sin 1 (§	 m)	 (2.1)
Magnetic local time	 (tan— 1I
— $x;CS'J + 1800 )	 (2.2)
ill	 A
where
6 x 6 vector in magnetic equatorial plane perpendicular
to earth—sun Tina
Zr	x	 vector in magnetic equatorial plane perpendicular
to magnetic position vector
as unit vector in direction of (negative) dipole
lf	 i
_y
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i
cos 289.5
0
 coo 7896
0
 +	 sin 289.50 cos 78.6° +
sin 78.60 [based on x.G , R.F 1975)
xos 1 6.	 cos 1 9	 +	 d sin 146.i d c	 4 .__ 9°	 . S°	 9° car	 19. So
d sin 11.50 (based on I*G-R.F. 	 19751
d = magnitude of displacement of eccentric dipole €
i
- 474 km [based on I.M.F. 1975 i^
r 	 c
/ $`a position vector relative to dipole (magnetic position
f vector) ^I
k ^p-3't
jr position radius vector a`
^ l r coo X coo	 + j r sin a cosh +	 r sin
P
a unit vector in direction of (infinitely distant) sun
-^^ i cos (1800 - wT) coo 6 + S sin (1800 - wT) cos 6 + l
a
k sin
unit vectors from center of spherical earth along
direction indicated: I to intersection of equator
and Greenwich meridian, j to intersection of
" equator and 900 east geographic
meridian, k to north pole
R . radius of earth	 6371.2,km
h. height above the earth, km
r R+h
-	 1x,
geographic .Latitude x,'
r*
A ` geographic longitude ( east)
T Greenwich local solar •time, )lours
i;
ti
y
C
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to . 15 deg h-1 (1800 - wT —Greenwich hour angle of sun)
d a solar declination
in these: equations, the position used for the geomagnetic north pole
was 78 ON, 289•50B and the displacement of the dipole eccentric from the
center of the earth was calculated to be 474 km towards 19.5011, 146.90E.
(^/
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CHAPTER III
EXAMINATION OF THE LONG-TERM TRENDS OF THE COMPOSITION IN THE MAGNETIC
COORDINATE SYSTEM
3.1 Determination ofAverage Density Structure
The behavior of-the neutral thermospheric composition has sometimes
u	
5
been described on the basis of data taken from individual satellite orbits
or groups of orbits. Such limited information must be interpreted"very
carefully, however, since temporal variations due to magnetic storms and
large gravity waves can cause large orbit to orbit variations which mask
	
{
the tlobal and seasonal variations.
One way to unmask the basic structure is to reduce these local
i
effects by analyzing data taken over long periods of time which have been
corrected for long-.term solar and geophysical variations.
	 These data
should then be more representative of average conditions making it much
easier to separate persistent from transient distributions of the neutral
gas more clearly.	 In order to study the density structure in the magnetic
r coordinate system and to find persistent effects this approach will be
r
followed here. i
Several solar and geophysical influences on the composition need to
be considered before averages are taken.
	 The contribution of solarr
R^.
activity variations towards neutral density changes during 1974 and the
first 6 months of 1975 did not seem to be of great importance.
	 The
E
_11-year solar cycle was near minimum and the 
F10.7 index generally changed
r;
,t
{
V f {
x{49^ ii
by less than 40 x 10-22 W mr` 1Ir -1 . Based on the MSI5 model (Hedin et
al., 1977a, b), it can be estimated that such chances in .solar flux
translate into less than 10% variations in neutral temperature and
density. These fluctuations are much smaller than those arising from
other major sources and were,°therefore, neglected.
The influence of the level of magnetic activity on the neutral 	 4
atmosphere, on the other Band, was found to be extremely important and was
included in this study. The 3-hour planetary ap index was used as an
indicator of magnetic activity because it applies globally and is readily
available, although it is by no means the best indicator of auroral
disturbances as will be shown later. Three levels of magnetic activity
	
i
were considered and delineated by the following ranges of ap values: 4 to
4, 5 t6 15, and 18 to 67. These ranges were chosen to be representative 	 {
of low, medium and high magnetic acti^i,ty conditions, respectively. It
should be noted that there were eF r data and more variable data taken
over the high range of ap but much meaningful information is still
obtained for these conditions. The dependencies of the atomic oxygen and
helium data on altitude were treated individually and the reasons for this
i'	 are described below. In each case, all data were reduced to a common
j;	 altitude (Sections 3.2, 30) to aid in representation and interpretation.
.Later, these ,fixed altitude results are generalized.
The period over which all measurements were treated as a single
(data) set was quite long.= All neutral density values taken within 45
days of a given equinox or solstice were chosen to comprise a 'season'. 	 4
% L
rat w	 ^
p
. .... .v.	 ._.:.«.a..m^_..nz/.n.:...:._^t...,^...a.._m.a=1Da.:..te.T..'sft^.t^M.. z., -_-Y_^	 ... r•... ,..w_»a._^.._r^
,^, Sp
In order to determine the appropriate corrections for annual effects in
the densities taken at the extremes of these periods, scatter plots were
made of the data at fixed altitudes within a small range of magnetic
f	 latitudes (±50 ) and magnetic local times (±3 hours) as a function of day
number for the entire database,
The helium date showed a winter Pole to summer pole ratio of about 40
to 1 at 300 km (Figure 1). This large variation was also quite regular
permitting a logarithmic correction to the equinox data to be made based
on the day number of the measurements and the magnetic latitude band into
which the data fell. The solstice helium data were not corrected in this
way since a deviation from :uniform coverage for these seasons would have a
much smaller effect than at equinox. The scatter in the atomic oxygen
measurements was greater than any annual variations which might be present
(Figure 2), therefore, no corrections were made to these data.
Finally, the magnetic coordinates at 'which the measurements were
taken were considered by forming 5 0 'bins' of magnetic latitude and one
hour bins of magnetic local time centered at 5 0 intervals from the equator
and on the hour, respectively. All data taken within a particular range
of ap and corresponding to a given season falling into the same bin were
averaged. The number of points in each bin ranged from 0 to over 100.
Bins which had no data, including those poleward of about 780 MAT in the
northern hemisphere and 820 MLAT in the southern hemisphere, where the
satellite did not reach, were filled by logarithmic interpolation. Once 	 R
this global 'grid' was established, contour plots of the data in each
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hemisphere were made. These plots are displayed in polar form as
functions of magnetic latitude and Magnetic local time for various seasons
and ap ranges and will be described in detail in Section 3 4
3.2 Reduction of, Atomic Oxygen to 120. km
Atomic oxygen is the main constituent in the middle thermosphere and
at altitudes of the order of 300 km winds cause the horizontal density
gradients to be small *
 This results in vertical transport in regions of
energy input where the exospheric temperatures are hi3h. In order to
separate the effects of scale height variations due to temperature
variations from those due to vertical diffusion at low altitudes it is
convenient to use an equivalent atomic Oxygen density at 120 km that ^,ul;a_
reproduce the observed variations at satellite altitudes assuming a
diffusive equilibrium profile. These densities are a sensitive indicator
of vertical transport and heating in the thermosphere and provide simpler
boundary conditions for a models Care must # of course, be taken not to
interpret these literally as measurements of the actual :atomic oxygen
densities at 120 km which may be different due to the affects of relative
diffusion above 120 km as discussed by Nisbet and Glenar (1977)0
These authors have shown that measurements of the atomic oxygen and
molecular nitrogen density at any altitude may be combined with a`neutral
temperature in a straightforward manner so as to give estimates of the 0
density at 120 km if an N2 density and a neutral temperature are assumed
at this lower boundary. They have also shown that the resulting 0 values
x
at 120 km are relatively insensitive to the value used for the neutral
	 ^^
M Mow 111
f
f
it
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tempereture,at the height at Which the measurements were taken (less titan
a 4100 change in density for 
 100 K temperature change). This result
allows model temperatures to be used in place of actual; measurements with
very little change ':: accuracy. 'Their method gill be followed here.
The density of a neutral gas in diffusive equilibrium at noy height z
above a certain base level z o
 may be found ignoring thermal diffusion
0
effects, which are negligible for 0, from the equation,
n i (z) " ni (zo ) ^T7;T-1 exp{ I Ri] l z -4M ds)	 ( 1)0
where
z level where density is desired, km
Iii `inolecular weighty U mole-1}	 ^j
R gas constant, J mole-1K
Gf
Using :1 2 in this equation,the integral can be written as,
K	 I
T (z)
	 n11 (z)
2	 ^2
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n,., (z)
In n (z
	 In no W	 MO 1 In	
. 2
	
M	 T(z
0 0
	
-	 ---- Tj_yj + r p^2- -11 In C-T 0n	NNY ) (3*3)
2 
0	 MN 
2
Now, for a base level z 
0 120 km and MU - 16	
2 
0 28, this
equation becomes,
log10 no (120)	 log lo no(z) + 4 ( log l o n,, (120)
q
3	 (zlog10 n,, W) + 103 10 (-MT Zii
	
47 7 1 	 (3-4)
0
where -the co
---	 -I -A ODP A r -4 t h^. -Iq OW Af Lhe -1 ejia'Whas bcz
	
U	 Vk Uldd e
If the 11, density and neutral temperature
-	
emperatur are taken frog
 the CIRA
(1972) 1000 K model (n 
N 
M3.79	 10 17 m-3. 
T1112A -3,14. 5 K)'O'
in
	
4..
los i o no (120) to
	 no (z)	 1(17-579	 lo
	
0 C'n	(Z)11 
2
3-+	 10-glo 	 (3.
	
33479	 5)1
Thi's equation was used, to reduce the 0 data to 120 km.
3-3 Reduction of Heliumto 300 km
Helium is one of the lightest constituents in the thermospher6 and ns,
such has a very large scale height. Under the assumption of hydrostatic
56
thermospher c heights- Therefore, an intermediate altitude such as 300 km
serves an a convenient reference height to study the variations in neutral
helium. Further # since satellite measurements need only be extrapolated
over less than about one scale height to reach "this altitude p' it may be
expected that the inferred distribution at 300 km will reflect the
distribution over the height range of the satellite measurements fairly
well. At this altitude, the thermospheric temperatures have at ost
reached exospheric values. The assumption of an isothermal atmosphere is,
therefore, reasonable and will be made.
The neutral density of He in diffusive equilibrium is given by
nZ) . nZ 
' t^ p+1-7 ex
	
-:SHe r z .
He	 Ile a	 2^	 t(z)dzxo)	 p { [--^^.. i zo T7Z^_
i
	
aj zo T(zj1	 (3 6)
where a'is the thermal diffusion factor,
-.38 (Banks and Iockarts, 1973)
In an isothermal atmosphere, this reduces to
nIieW - nlle(za) exp( (-RT--J Iz S(z)dz)CO	 o
where T is the exospheric temperature.
(3.7)
1
j
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After integration and substitution of x o 300 km into the above
expression, the helium density at 300 km nay be calculated as,
tlheS(0)
nlle(300) "' n t^e (r) expf--F."` Ih(z) - h(30)1?	 f3•)
where
h(z) is 3eopotential height of	 km
g(0) is acceleration of gravity at earth 's surface,
9051 n sec-
1
i
	
This expression and the NSIS model neutral. temperature (;'.actin at al. 	 ^ 4
1977a) corresponding to the position of the satellite and the solar and
fteontivsical conditions resin t for a gi"ven measurement were used ...
determine the 300 km helium densities.
} i
3.4 Comparison of the Density Aver.anes Under high And Low Solar
Activity Conditions
3.4.1 Atomic Oxygen 'Densities at 120 km
Long-tern averages of the atomic oxygen densities for spring equinox
conditions are shown in Figures 3, 4 0 and 5. Data from the AL-C satellite
Were used to na p e the loco solar activity contours (top) and Ogo 6	 4
satellite ntasurements (5tehle et al.. 1979), which represented hi,h solar
activities (F10.7	 101 to 339), were used to construct the contours for
the solar riaxinun (bottom)	 The dennity variations for low magnetic
Activity levels, ap 0 to 4, are illustrated in Figure 3. Atonic oxygen
shows similar high latitude structure for both high, and low solar
1
58
activities. The mittimum of n(0) at 120 km extends from the magnetic pol^es
through the postmidnight magnetic local time (SILT) sectors in both cases, 	 3
although this minimum is less restricted for Ogo 6. This is probably due
to fewer ►measurementsin this region by, the Qgo 6 satellite. The
densities in these minima mfR= ao0 --50% of the respective hemispherical.
Averages, but the absolute values of the AE-C data are nearly 40% lower
than the Ogo 6 measurements. This is in agreement with Hedin et
1	 al. (1977b), who predict an increase in n0) with increasing solar 	 {
^
activity. The high latitude structure becl.tles sharper for medium magnetic . 	r	 ^
i activity levels, ap 	 5 to 15, and the density minima persist'in the
postmidnight MLT region under both high and low solar activities (1igure
4_)• The densities in these minima become smaller than for , low magnetic
Activities, being only about 407. of.,the hemispherical averages. The
i
atomic oxygen densities show even more structure for high magnetic
activity levers, ap . 13 to,67 (Figure 5). For both solar activities, the
densities are smallest near 0700,ULT in the polar regions. The values in
r	 these minima are less than 30" of the hemispherical' averages and only
about 50% of the corresponding, low magnetic activity values. The
postmidnight TILT density minimum persists for the summer solstice 
,
a.toraic1 
oxygen data (Figure 6). For this season, the AE-C minimum densities are
about 30" of the northern hemispherical average but t a_Ogo 6 values are s
"	 nearer to 40 of this average, suggesting a stronger annual effect for low 	 =f
solar activity conditi&y"s. 'Elie winter in(0) values' (Figure 7), while 	 f
f	 showing somewhat diffetent MLT structure near the magnetic poles, support
this as the winter to summer pale-to-pole ratio for AE-C is about 2 to '1
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Figure 3	 Atomic oxygen density at 120 km for spring equinox
and ap values between 0 and 4 as a function of mag-
netic latitude and magnetic local time. Ton repre-
sents low solar activity conditions (1974) and AE-C
data and bottom shows high solar activity conditions
(1970) and Ogo 6 data (Stehle et al., 1979).
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Figure 4	 Atomic oxygen density at 120 km for spring equinox
and ap values between 5 and 15 as a function of
magnetic latitude and magnetic local time. Top
represents low solar activity conditions (1974)
and AE-C data and bottom shows high solar activity
conditions (1970) and Ogo 6 data (Stehle et al.,
1979).
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Atomic oxygen density at 120 km for spring equinox
and ap values oetween 18 and 67 as a function of
magnetic latitude and magnetic local time. Top
represents low solar activitv conditions (1974)
and AE-C data and bottom shows high solar activity
conditions (1970) and Ogo 6 data (Stehle et al.,
1979).
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Figure 7	 Atomic oxygen density at 120 km for winter solstice
and ap values between 5 and 15 as a function of
magnetic latitude and magnetic local time. Top
represents low solar activity conditions (1974)
and AE-C data and bottom shows high solar activity
conditions (1969) and Ogo 6 data (Stehle et al.,
1979).
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r
s
but nearer to 1.5 to 1 for O6.'So
The atomic oxygen densities decrease at high latitudes for increasing
magnetic activities under both high and low solar activity conditions.
:'hey are also lower in summer than in winter for both cases and show
->	 similar and Persistent structure in the region of the westward electrojet
where lame density variations are expected due to Joules heating from
ionospheric currents. 	 That this structure is maintained over one-half of
the 11-year solar cycle suggests that"the magnetic coordinate system is
well suited for modeling the neutral composition.
3.4.2	 helium Densities at 300 km
0.h
The averages of the helium data for AE-C and 0go 6 during spring,
3
equinox are represented by Figures 8, 9, and 10. 	 The low magnetic
activity, ap - 0 to 4, structure of helium at hi$h latitudes is not
apparent in these contours probably due to a paucity of date, especially
(3
C for Ogo 6.	 At medium levels of magnetic activity, ap - 5 to 15, the
spring densities show high latitude minima near the magnetic - pole for AB-C
and over the magnetic pole for Ogo 6.	 The n(4.e) values in these regions
are less than 20H'of their respective hemispherical averages.	 These
density depressions become more pronounced at hiSh magnetic activity
levels, ap - 18 to 67, although they are no smaller in magnitude than the
densities for med umap. This 'saturation' of density variations with
,ry
increasing ap has also been seen by Redin et al.
	
(1977c) in AE-C data
R
taken during a nasnetic ptrom in-February, 1474. 	 The helium
0	 concentrations in the postmidnigh't minima for high ap levels decrease to
NI
j
i i
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about 49 of the low magnetic activity values for both quiet and active
solar conditions,
Summer solstice helium averages (Figure 11) .maintain the high
latitude equinox structure having minims in the postmianight MT area
under high and low solar activities although the Ogo 6 density depression
extends into the premidnight ULT region near the eastward electrojet. The 	 1
it
x
k
winter splstice data (Figure 12), on the other hand, maximize over the 	 €
j	 s	 i
magnetic pole and a very, strong annual ef,fect seems to be the reason for
F
'	 this. The winter to summer pole-to -pale ratiofor the AE-C helfun data	 1
is greater than 25 which is close to that reported by Rtauersberger et 	 ?	 ^
al. (1976) and Straus et al. ( 1977), the latter from a theoretical model
f
, 	 I
including dynamical effects. This ratio is less than 14 for the OFo 6
data and an increase in exospheric transport with increasing exospher:tc 	
j
temperatures and solar activity as suggested by Reber and Hays (1973) and
Strauss et al. ( 1977) would explain this since smaller density gradients
I
6	 in latitude would he maintained in this case. 	 }	 !.P 
ii
The helium density averages and the atomic oxygen density averages 	
Y °
1	 show very similar behavior at high latitudes under both quiet and active 	 {	 1
solar conditions for nearly all levels of magnetic activity, except "during
t
winter when the barge annual variation of helium obscures this
structure. These- two constituents have masses less than molecular
nitrogen and are very good indicators of horizontal winds,
f	 thernospheric heating and upwelling• Since their structure is much lie
same in the magnetic coordinate system under widely „ varying solar and
,
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Figure 8	 Helium density at 300 km for spring equinox and ap
values between 0 and 4 as a function of magnetic 	 .,
latitude and magnetic local time. Top represents
low solar activity conditions (1974) and AE-C data
and bottom shows high solar activity conditions
(1970)and ogo 6 data (Stehle et al., 1979).
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Figure 9 Helium density at 300 km for spring equinox and ap
values between 5 aad 15 as a function of magnetic
latitude and magnetic local time. Top represents
low solar activity conditions (1974) and AE-C data
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Sooplysicnl conditions, it would appear that a Seneral analytic model of
their distribution in this system would be of value in studies of energy
deposition processes and dynamics of the polar thermosphitre. Such o model
'loped in the next section (Chapter TV)•
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CMPTER IV
METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND CONSTRUCTION OF A 140DEL
4.1 The Neutral "iarnetic Coordinate Model
k,
The long-term averages of the atomic oxygen and helium densities
showed consistent structure at high latitudes for various seasons and
magnetic activity levels. Extraction of annual variations from these
averages is difficult due to the long time periods used and determination
7
of semiannual variations, if any, is impossible. In order to include
these effects in the representation. of the ,atomic oxygen and helium
distributions-, individual data points were used to construct the global
model. Enough measurements were included (over 2500) that the large and
highly localized temporal variations discussed earlier should not
adversely affect tt,3 results. Of course, all small icale effects will not
be faithfully reproduced by a model of this type, but a wide range of
solar and geophysical conditions will be covered globally.
C
r.
4.2	 Temperature Distribution
Molecular nitrogen is the major constituent in the region between 90
V
' km and 150 km where relative diffusion of the atmosphere constituents is
of importance. ;, The mass of N 2 is very close to the mean molecular mass in
r this region which means that N	 is not greatly affected by the transition2
?
j, 7
_	 from the realm in which the l'distribution is controlled by eddy diffusion
i na
v	 „
.
1
,.	 Fra
I
473
to the area where free molecular diffusion dominates. The N2 altitude
profile can, therefore, be approximated ,at all heights by the character-
istics of a hydrostatic distribution even when large velocity fields
are present. The approximation allows a neutral temperature profile to
be inferred from the N2 measurements. Iri particula£-- each N2 density
value was used to calculate an equivalent exospheric temperature, refer-
red to as NT. Only data taken above 190 km were used so that a unique
exospheric temperature could be inferred from each N 2 density value.
Since the database of AE-C was well over 100,ObO points, it was found
impractical to use the entire data set and only one of every ten admis-
sible data points was actually used in calculating NT. The locations
of these points in the magnetic coordinate system within 45 days; of the f(
equinoxes and solstices are shown in Figures 13 and 14.
A Bates (1959) temperature profile was assumed for calculating NT
I
	
	 and it was necessary to 
.
assume lower boundary values for `ihe temperature
and the N,, density and a shape parameter for the"temperature profile in
order to determine ITT. These values were taken from the'MSIS°Model (Hed n
et al., 1977a). NT was computed by iteration with the aid of equation
4.3. Since the molecular nitrogen data used here were obtained at times
'
	
	
`^of low solar activity, it was difficult to estimate the effect's of F;UV
variations on the temperatures. The parameters reflecting, these affects
were also take from the ?ISIS tnodel which 'waif based an data taken during
various, ph sesfot)the 11-ye4r solar activity cycle.
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t
The expression used for the neutral temperature profile, taken
largely from the MSIS Model, was of the form,
'	 8 Y
T(z,L) ' T. (L)- ^^  (L) - T 120) exp( -s ( z -1201)
T^(L) —TpGT(L)
V	 ^^
F
The spherical harmonic expansion, GT (L),, can be written, with brief
descriptions of the terms involved, as
r
0T 	(4,. 2)
Time Independent Terms
+ a P + s P. + a P	 110 10	 .'.0 ^0	 40 40
Solar Activity Terms
a 1	 a + f 00AF + fa 2 (AF) 2 + a'AF
Annual Terms
c00 cos g(td
	 t00 ) + (c10P10 + c30P30')
cli	
(1 + lOa) cos S2( t.rl - t10)
Semiannual terms
( c` + c ` P ) cos 20( t 	 tc2) + c2 P	 cos 2S1(t	 tc`)
.00	 20 0'	 10 10	 d	 10
Diurnal Terms
'	 a
+ (a P	 + a P	 + a P	 +(c 1 P	 + c 1 P ) cos S^(t - tci)1
E	 11 11	 31 31	 51 51	 11 11	 21 21	 d>	 10
(1 + f 1QF) cos WT
{	
+ (h P	 + b a	 + b P	 + (d 1. P	 + d 1 P ) cos S1 (t	 It	
{
{r	 11 11	 31 31	 51 51	 11 11	 21 Z1	 d	 10	 G
ti{ .(l + If  lAF) sin wT
s
77
5eniciurnal Terms
+ a 22 P22 (1 + f 14F^< cog 2 W + b22 P22 (1 + f 1QF) gin 2wT
tt	 Magnetic ,activity Terms
a	 a	 )6^1,+ (koo ± k 20 P20
where
AA	 (Ap - 4)	 i
1!F	 F 10 . 7	 110.7
QP F 1Q.7 - 150
R
Pnm associated Legendre polynomials equal to
(1 - x2 ) m/2 / 2n nt (dn	 m /dxn + m ) (X2 - 1)n,	 s'
x cosine of magnetic colatitude.
11 _ 27r/365 dav-
w . 2v/24 hour-11
}
	
T 	 magnetic local time, hours , ,,c	 .
L list of solar and geophysical parameters
z altitude, km
r
td day of year
Ap	 daily .magnetic index	 ^(
F	 10.7 em solar flux on previous day,10.7
f	 M
10 y2 ti m-2 Hz-1
T10.7 average at F107 over 3 solar
rotations centered on td
r	
TO, average exospheric temperature, K
T	 temperature at height z	 r;
T120 lowerboundary temperature, 386`K
+w
A
0
78
i
a	 temperature gradient parameter, 2.548 x 10 2 k	 1m
'
The coefficients of the apherical harmonic expansion-for Twere
,,
(L)
c.fff
st
determined by calculating a nonweighted	 least squares fit of NT to
^GT (L).	 This fit was done in two steps. 	 The first step included only
data where Ap<10 and all coefficients except these due to magnetic
tJ
^aed all data where Ap<130 (oneactivity were determined.	 The second step
third of -those are above an Ap of ten) to determine the magnetic activity
i
coefficients.	 The coefficients and their standard deviations are listed y
c>
in Table 1.
4.3
	
Atomic Oxygen and Helium netisity Distributions
The global distribution of the neutral composition van be represented
r
over a range of altitudes once the temperature profile has been determined
and lower boundary densities have been specified.
	
The extrapolation in
ti
altitude is made through the diffusive equilibrium profiles of Walker
(1965), given by
F	 n(z.L)	 n1'20(L)	 D[z's'T120' TOO (L,)j
Y
D[z,s•T120 • T„^)l	 [(1 -a)/(1-ae s ) 11 +Y+ 01 exp(-sg)	 (4.3) {
(z -, L20) (RE + 120)	 o `
RE + z
-where
i	 .
 its
o
Y
!J
7 03
n120(1')	 .. n120 exp{G►f(L)	 11
Y	 CIS 1.20/aRT (L)
a	 I - T	 (L)120/T
8120	 9.44663 m a-
n
	
ambient density, m-3
n 120 average 120 km density
for N2, 
n12A	
2.81 x 10 11 m-3 and C 2S	 1	 °°
M	 ease number of constituent, g tole
Tn order to determine the atomic oxygen distribution at the 120 km
'i
_ Sdere Cwrii^nna	 n 1 ^,lower boundary, the n(Q) values at satellite altitudes 	 educed to ,.20 1
` km using corresponding N 2 values as discussed previously (Section 3.2).
Th'e neutral temperatures, T, were inferred from the N 2 da ta rather than Z
calculated from the MSIS model. 	 The 120 km helium densities were found
similarly and the effects of thermal diffusion for lie were included in the
reduction expression.
rf	
_
i In nlIe(120)	 16-'	 ( ;x) + 7tln n^^^(120) — ^In nN	 (z)lf 2	 2
c	 6	
TZ
+'[ t +a] ln[ ,T --J	 (4.4)
12.0
°	 The 120 km boundary densities were used to determine the coefficients
(Table 2) of the spherical,harmonle expansion
	 GM (L), chosen to be }$
identical in form 
"
to that used for the inferred exospheric temperatures
t
w
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Table 1. Spherical harmonic coefficients far the inferred
exospheric temperature
Coefficients T Coefficients T00
Average 1.045E+3t3 . E+0 2c02 -3.007E-2*2.E-3 -	
f
t t
a10 -1.271E-2+3,sE-3 c202 -2.795E-2:4.E-3 J
a20 5.407E-2±3.E-3
t002 2.405E+1t2.E+0
a40 3.566E-2t4.E-3 ci\ -3.104E-2±4.E-3
f a1*f +1.198E-3-4.E-5 t c2
-	
195E+0+3E+03.10
*f0^2
-5.374E-611.E-6 all -6.652E-2±4.E-3
*f 001 3.197E-3*3 . E-5 a31 -9.515'x:-3t2. E-3
*f 10 5.620E-3±3.E-4 a51 1.114E-5±2.E-3
*f a11 5.582E-3±2.E-4 c 
1
11 -2.238E-217.E-3
k0^ 2.500E-3±5.E-5 c21 1u767E-2+4.E-3
k20 2.375E-3±1.E-4 b
c00 2.874E-2*3.E-3 b31 6.,322E-3±2:E-3
t0e1 -2.726E+1±5.E+0 b51 1.111E-2±2.E-3
r;
c10 -1.660E-1z8.E-3 d11 -1.029E-3*7.E-3
c30 =2.134E-2±8.E-3 d21 -1.307E-2;t4.E-3
t101 -1.406E+0t2.E+0 a22 6.055E-4±1.E-3
b 22 6.211E-3±2.E-3
*MSIS model value
{
n
r
1
'	 r,...< i. i° ` q. c	 c,	 a-tae  ^ -'_ y _.
I 8 ^
3t
I
Table 2. Spherical harmonic coefficients For the atomic oxygen
and helium concentrations at 120 km
Coefficients	 0 Ee
Average (m73)	 7.875E+16*5. E+14 1.981E+13f 1. E+1.1
a 10 1. `178E- ?. t1.E- 2 i -1.641E- 1 ±1.E- 2
a20 -3.763E- 1 tl.E- 2 -1.825E- 1 ±1.E- 2 r
a40 -2.181E- 1 ±1. E- 2 -2.278E-1 ;t1. E- 2
i	
*f041 9.588E- 4 *2. E- 4 -6.927E-, 4 ±2. E- 4
* f a?. 0 000
*Enna 2.26.1E- 3 i2.E- 4 0 j
*f 10 1.892E- 3 :t8. E- 4 1.373E- 4 :t3 . E= 4
*f1
1 2.160E- 3 +'1. E- 3 6.400E-. 3 15. E- 4
k00 -1.773E- 3 t1. E- 3 - c.382E- 3 ±4. E- 4
k2a -8.695E- 3 t3.E- 3 -1.470E- 2 ±&. E- 4
cop 1.178E- 1 ±1.E- 2 -3.647E- 1 ±1.E- 2
t cl00 2.157E+ 1 ±4.E+0 -1.565E+2 *1.E+0 '#
C 1 3.430E- 1 ±2.E- 2 1.. 730E+ 0 ±2. E- 210
c30 1.272E- 2 ±2. E- 2 1.9.33E- I i-2. E- 2 J`
C t10 5.949E+0 ±3.E+0 -5.945E+0 ±5.E+fj
c00 1.251E- 1 ±7. E- 3 4.093E- 1 +7.E- 3(i
c2 2 -1.268E- 1 t1.E- 2 -2.073E- 1 ±1.E- 2
t c200 1 . 030E+ 2 ± 2. E+ 0 1.069E+ 2 ±7. E- 1 F
it
3
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a
Table 2.	 (Continued)
Coefficients 0 He
c12
2
-1,574E-1 t1.E- 2 -8.^49E- 211.E- 2
c2
t10 -8.260E+1t2.E+0 -6,594E+1:t5.E+0
a 11 -1.273E- 2 i1.E- 2 -7.072E- 2 t 2. E- 2
a31 -1.826E- 2 +6. E- 3 -5.019E- 2 » 8. E- 3
a51 -1.163E- 2 ±4 . E- 3 -5.425E- 2 t6 . E- 3 Y
c 2 t2. E- 2 2.380E ,,,,2 ;i3.E- 2
c21 2.223E- 2 t1.E- 2 4.914E- 2+2.E- 2
b 11 3.600E- 2 *1. E- 2 4.618E- 1 t2. E- 2
b31 -6,465E- 2 +6^- 3 -3.722E-- 2 *9.E- 3
b51 -3.277E- 2 t4. E- 3 -4.316E- 2 ±6. E- 3 1
dl1 5.734E- 2 +2.E￿ 2 1.319E-1 t3.E- 2
d21 2.335E- 2* 1 E- 2 2.220E- 1 t2.E- 2
a22	 ,, 8.638E- 3 ±4 . E- 3 2.404E- 2 +.6. E- 3
b22 -3.489E-,3+5.E-3 2.181E- 3 *-7.E- 3
Vhf
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for consistency. Theso coefficients were determined In the s ,,ime way as
theme for the exospheric temperatures, Firsto 4 quiet model woo formed
using data taken when the Ap index was lose than or equal to tono	 Thenp%^y^
%
the mastiotic activity coefficients were determined using all ,data with Ap
< 130.	 No measurements obtained below 190 km were useds
	 The reason for
this
	 that atomic oxygen and helium very likely 3hOV departures from,^is
diffusive equilibrium at low altitudess 	 Since the model represents the
hydrostatic distributionsp a correction term for a non-zero diffusion
velocityp such as that used by Hedin et a! , * (1977b)p would be
,,
neaded, in
order to Incorporate low altitude measurements into this model*
	 No
attempt to use a non-zero diffusion velocity was made here.
	 The 120 km
1--or boun-ary was chosen beda'use it is a convenient level^^j for modelingow
the upp^!r thermosphere through the 11alker (1 0.65) profiles.	 Actual 120 km
values may be above or below the model estimates.
As in the case of molecular nitrogen, the atomic oxygen and'^helium
data were limited to low solar activity conditions so that the effect of
EUV variations could not be found simply.	 In order to allow the model to
be used under ,Wigher solar activities, the coef f icients of the USIS m odel
describing the density variations with solar flux changes were useA'Aiere.
It	 —0,0110101-1-01
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CHAPTER V
A
D'LSCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE MODEL
	 d
0
1^5 ► 1 Accuracy of the Mannetic Hodel
p	 gThe overall erformance of the ma netic coordinate model was examined.
by computing the residuals (data to model ratios) of this atonic oxygen ame,
helium measurements ae functions of day number, magnetic latitude,
magnetic local time, and magnetic activity (Ap) in order to search for
systematic removal o f
 density variations with these parameters by the
harmonic expansion. No attempt to estimate possible correlations between
i
parameters was made. A subset (one of five points) of the quiet time data	 j
(Apt 10) comprised the density ratio plots $
 except for the magnetic
activity residuals which were computed using data with Ap,,
-values as large
3
as thirty.<, Only measurements obtained between 200 km and 404 km were
included since the satellite coverage was best over this height range.	 j
The atomic oxygen residuals for 1974 and the first half of 1975 are
shown in Figure 15a. Most of the data lie within a factor of 1.3 of the	 =^
j	 model, although several points are more than a factor of two below unity.
y These could be due to the slow return of the densities to quiet time
values after a magnetic storm while the Ap index returns much more rapidly
as is discussed in Chapter VI. There does not appear to be a systematic
change in the residuals with day number indicating that the annual and
semiannual effects have been largely included in the Model.
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Magnetic latitud e
 behavior of the residuals is plotted in Figure 15be
l The average scatter is fairly uniform over the entire globe, although the
1. northern hemisphere contains most of the data %4'rich differ substantially
from the model predictions.
4
'^ =	 Density ratio's for various magnetf. , local times appear in., Fiure 15c.
There does not seem to be any systematic change in
	 the average scatter j
F with NLT but thn overall deviations are smallest between 1200 TILT and 1800
+ IILT and largest between 2200 HLT and 0400 HLT. 	 The latter region is one
in which steep density gradients exist resulting from auroral heating.
Because of the sensitivity of ,,
 the 0 densities in this region to the
magnetic activity level rapid fluctuations of the densities 'would be
expected in this area.
The scatter of the residuals for Ap values up to thirty'(Fig^Are 15d) A
	
a
does not increase greatly with magnetic activity which is somewhat ;.
X11 11'1 surprising since this model was developed for primarily quiet magnetic
r conditions.	 There are more data which fall below a factor of 1.1 of the
model"for Ap values between ten and twef►ty but most of these lie less than
o
a factor of two from unity.
	 Above twenty the number of points is much
i
smaller so that EQyer points having large deviations are expected..
For the majority of the data, the model is expectedreproduce the-to
data to within a factor of 1.36
	 Some points Eall well outside this range
'
and„these may be related to the delay of the composition in response to
heating
	 is	 bymagnetic	 which	 not represented	 the Ap index.
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The helium density ratios over the period spanned by the AE-C
database (Figure 16a) show somewhat more average scatter than those
for atomic oxygen but the number of points differing greatly from the
mode's is m^ich smaller, The majority of the data fall within a factor
of 13' of the model. The slight rise in the average estimate°with day
number may be due to the adapted solar activity coefficients or may be
spurious.
Average scatter of the density ratio with magnetic latitude (Figure
16b) is greatest in,eha polar region, This is expected since the
densities are the fiost Variable in the auroral zones.
The 0000 MLT to 08.0.0 MLT region shows the larAes_t deviations- of
the data from the model although several points near 1800 MLT are also
much lower than estim^ed (Figure;l6c). These points lie near the
high latitude minimum observed in the long-term density study, an area
of very Large density changes. The composition is verk,.sens tive to
magnetic activity here and the same problems occur in modeling helium as
occured with atomic oxygen.
The helium density ratios for higher Ap values are not appreciably
r further From the model in general than those for lower An values ,although
severaloints are well outside a factor ofp	 two from unity for Ap values
above ten (Figure I6d). These points are few in number, though, and may
a
be caused by local effects,
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The helium model represents the major portion of the det+1 `, to within a
factor of 1.5 up to Ap values of thir ty* TNT largest disc pennies appear'
to be in the polar regions, mostly batw+e^: -0100 ULT an,4.08 HLTO an area
	
;{
of strong magnetic heating, associated Ath tits westward Oactrojot. The
power input into the region is relatively large as Ohown by Figure 17
(Nisbet at al., 1978) and substantial chsn^, a in the composit^kon during
magnetic storms occur too rapidly to be adequately represented by the
model in this region.
C
5#2 Com ar , >eon of they lannoti,c_ Model' snd the tISIS } doo^raghic 116del
with Longitude Terns to the Data
The major differences between an empirical model organized in
Magnetic coordinates and oyne developed in a-yeographtc system might be
expected to occur ir tt^a polar region: since the greatest density
variations appear 4n tAesa ±area"aa a result of restricted but intense
magnetic heating n th \auroral, zones. The two coordinate systems also
differ the most	 high\! latitudes * if the density variAt ions are not
adequately descr bed by magnetic latitude and magnetic local. time
components, but m1 ifest significant universal time dependencies, the
data should exhibit periodic changes with universal time. No such 	 {
periodic structure is apparent i,n either the atomic oxygen or the
helium residuals above 60 0
 N or below 600 S geographic Latitude as
A
shown in Figures 18 and 19 The MSIS model with longitude terms (Hedin
et al., 1979) shows no significant periodicities either, of course, but
the scatter of helium is somewhat greater. This may be the result of
using a larger database to construct the MSIS model.
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Figure 18 Ratios of magnetic model predictions (top)
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For the AE-C data, the magnetic model seems to reproduce the high
latitude composition variations at leash as well as the MSIS modei';With
Longitude terms while using fewer parameters ♦ it is also much more
convenient to use in particle and Joule heating studies 'since density
estimates can easily be nade"in the coordinate system to whic^ these -
energy deposition processes are related. This is particularly important
for comparison to theoretical models, where the number of coordinates is
limited.
The low latitude behavior of the magnetic model is also quite
important and .roust be considered since the major energy input in the
equatorial. region, solar heating, is geographically cont lied. This
_	 ~nervy nnurce has,a much more.,u^i.foxm global structure than the auroral
t	
p	 p	 ^
s	 \
heat input and the main variations can be re resen ed using lower order
harmonica. For these terms the magnetic and the geographic coordinates
are about the sauce towards the equator so'-, that either system should be
satisfactory for mo-elin$ the composition. The density r l'uios of data
taken within, 300 of the geographic equator for the magnetic model show no
significant periodicities in UT(Figures 20 and 21) and, in fact, are
generally smaller than the residuals associated with the MSIS model,
possibly for the same reason that the high latitude resl^uals differ.
17 on the scatter in these residuals, it can be seen that the magnetic
`	 f
model represents the density variations as well as the ,ISIS geographic r
3
model with "longitude terms at lowllatitudes.
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A comparison between the magnetic model estimates and those of the ,,—
two geographic models by contour plotting the 120 km distributions in
magnetic latitude-magnetic local 4,.^w..^) coordinftes illustrates clearly the	 q
major differences between the mo`ku,:,`
Figures 22, 23, and 24 show the helium densities for all three models
for the frame solar end magnetic activity conditions in the magnetic
coordinate system * The predictions of they MSIS;geographic models for
various longitudes and universal times were,transferred to the magnetic
coordinate system and put into bins of one hour TILT and S o TILAT and then
averaged in order to make these plots. 	 The high latitude structure is
quite similar, for the magnetic modal and the MSIS geographic model with
longitude terms, but it is almost completely smoothed out in l)Ohe MIS
geographic model without longitude terms.
	
The importance of magnetic
position in modeling the neutral concentrations in the polar regions is
seriously underestimated. in the geographic model which has no longitude or
1
universal time dependencies.
Although the MSIS model With longitude terms has the capability of
'	 reproducing both universal time and longitude variations simultaneously,' =
the magnetic model reproduces the main features of the data with fearer
terms.	 It also does not smooth out the high latitude density variations
A	 _
as does the MIS model without longitude terms, which has about the same
,r
number of coefficients as the magnetic model•	 The advlintage of having a
gyp`
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Figure 22 Contour representation of log 1C
 n(He) at
120 km in the southt a ;iemisphe.e for
the magnetic model at spring equinox for
F 10.7 - 100 and , gyp - G.
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Figure 23 Contour representation of log 10 n 0e) at
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Figure 24 Contour representation of 1og 10
 n(He) at
120 km in the southern hemisphere for the
MSIS geographic model without longitude
terms at spring equinox for F10.7 - 100
and Ap - 4.
1.06
model which uses magnetic coordinates to estimate the concentrations of
the neutrals in stu ies of high latitude energy inputs is that it is more
convenient than using a geographic model with longitude corrections whose
,f
predictions must be transformod into magnetic coordinates and then
averaged: and more accurate than using a geographic model without
longitude corrections does not adequately reproduce the density
,J
variations.,
i
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CHAI'TER VI
EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC ACTIVITY ON THE NEUTRAL, COMPOSITION
6 * 1	 Response of Atonic Oxygen to Enhanced Magnetic
Activity in the Region of the Wootward Auroral
Electro et
Joule heating in the regions of the auroral electrojets :increases
markedly during magnetic disturbances.^ uetuations in magnetic Activity
throughout these disturbances can be monitored by the auroral electroj'4t
indices (AE, AL, and AU), which attempt to measure the B field pertur-
bations produced by the electrojet currents and by tha 3-hour 4p, or
daily Ap`lndices, which reflect global changes in magnetic activity, so
E
that changes in the neutral atmosphere with magnetic activity variations
may be modeled.
	
Direct use of these indices in modeling 4as, however,
several problems.
	
There is a time delay between the Joule heating and the
1
r ^;	 winds and density perturbations and a further time delay before these
affect densities at"lower latitudes, and this results in time delays
and storage phenomena ('Wydra, 1975; Hedin et al., 1977c).
	
Therefore the
,a
temperature and composition of the neutral thermosphere cannot be repro-
sented on a one-to-one basis with changes in the magnetic activity
r
'	 indices,
	
This is particularly important in the polar regions where the
energy input from magnetic storms is large and the density variations are
substantial.	 Large errors occur in these areas in empirical models
because data taken when the magnetic activity level'is low immediately,
`	 after a storm are used to develop quiet time models without the time
1	 n
history of the atmosphere being considered.
r
ki
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This problem is illustrated in Figure 25 whore the atomic oxygen
z density at 120 km and the 3-hour ap index have been plotted through the s
magnetically disturbed period 16 March, 1974 to U March , 1974.	 The 0
densities were determined in'the some manner,as in the long-term analysis ^E
EE
f
and were restricted to 55 
,
to 600
 MAT and 0400 to 0700 mur in order to
E
11
reduce density variations with magnetic position. 	 .'Although the 3 -hour ap
index indicates the average trends in fhe density variations, the
r
relations with the O'density during the racovery from the `disturbance of
lh March is very poor.
	
The difference between the 0 densities here and
those several daysi later after the atmosphere has recovered From the
magnetic^\dlsturbance is greater than a factor of two $ but no indication of
this slow r64,9
	 y is given by the 3-hour op index which is nearly=
} constant over this period.
The same type of behavior was found in the recovery phase of another
magnetic storm.	 Figure 26 shows the 0 density at 120 km between 55 and
600 MAT and 0000 and 0300 ttLT and the 3 -hour ap index for the period 10
"	 April, 1474 to 12 April, 1974.	 The densities do not return to quiet time
valises for approximately 24 hours after the 3-hour ap shows low activity,
Again * there is more than a fattor of t'Oo difference in the 0 values over
this period, but essentially no change in the 3-hour tap index.	 Because
such wide, density variations with almost no 6hange in ap values are
responsible for very Large errors in the empirical models;' it would be
desirable to include the atmospheric storage phenomenon in a magnetic.;
activity indicator which could be used,,in modeling so that better,:
estimates of the neutral densities throughout and during recovery frog,
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magnetic storms could be determined. In the region of the westward
electrojet, the AL index it moot nearly related to the ionospheric current
system responsible for ,Joule heating and consequent density changes in the
^.I
neutral atmosphere. 'Th'erefore # this index will be used exclusively in
developing a magnetic,act ivity indicator which Will be related to atonic
oxygen density changes near the westward electrojet for the two periods
examined previously.
6. 2
one wrv^n^ ^^,ac^^rvrta^ Lnu^^ nu cv ^r^z, n^vrazc uxyr^^n 	 ^
Density Durins llafnetic Disturbances
An indicator of oapeti,c activity which is closely related to the
neutral donait variations which occur during m agnetic storms must includey	 g	 ^
bctb timf.4 delay and energy storage effects. At high latitudes, the delay
between a magnetic disturbance and the resulting changes in the neutral
atmosphere appears to be on the order of one hour (Pral;ss and yricke,
i
1976). To a firstapproximation of a magnetic storm lasting more than a
few hours, this delay time can be neglected.
Storage effects can be Approximated by using the AL index in an
equation of the form
ML(t)T :^ ifj t^ AL(t')Q-(t-t,)jT dt`	 (6.1)
where the time constant,t , can be adjusted to obtain closest agreement
^i
between this magnetic activity index and the neutral density variations,
49'
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The atomic oxygen densities at 120 km for the period 16 March, 1974
E
to 21 ;larch, 1974 and this index for r-1 hour are shown in figure 27• The
Index responds as quickly as the atomic oxygen der.sitias to magnetic 	 4
activity increases but returns to g4et time values ouch more rapidly than	 R
n(0) increases after the disturbance.; suggesting a value of r which is
much too small. For Te12 hours (Figure 28), the agreement between the M	
t,
index and the 0 densities ii- storm onset remains good and the relation
I	 ''
during recovery is much closer, although the densities still increase more
f	 slowly than the MM index decreases after the disturbance has passed• A
value of 24 hours for r (Figure 29) causes some delay in the M index to
the onset of ,the storm, but gives an eves, closer relation between the
J,J,-._ ,.^J..a4.. a tomic nvvn 6n	 sk• ^I mite L't^CA17Q.!'Y,..... This ... relation isis._	 1T1Ciod^ uucu i.^E^r a^^s^w+ ►^s vn,^yo.. ..^..^,....^,...,. ^.1^.-,.Q T__^---.. -^
significantly better than that obtained using the 3-hour op index to model
the density variations.
The lit• index for T-12 hours also agrees more nearly with the 0
densities than did the 3-hour ap index during the recovery phase of the''
storm of 10 April., 1974 to 12 April., 1974 (Figure 30) although: _he IIL
index returns to quiet time values more rapidly than the,U4 densities
increase. When r is lengthened to 24 hours, however, the atomic oxygen
density values increase more quickly thari '`the ML index decreases during
recovery ('Figure 31). An upper limit of less than 24 hours for T in the
HL index is thus indicated for this storm. This value is consistent with
that obtained for the recovery phase of the first storm, though it appears
to be larger than required to represent the onset. A value of T not
exceeding 12 hours appears to characterize this phase more closely.
k
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In spite of the difference in the time constants for the onset and 	 =^
recovery phases of the two magnetic stormsp the TIL index is touch more
directly related to the 120 km atomic oxY3en densities than is the 3-hour
i
ap index. Use of this index in ,empirical modeling could markedly rck;%;e
i
the errors in density estimates caused by the atmospheric response/ to
magnetic heating. This is an important aspect of modeling since these
errors can exceed a factor of two. i
_	 r
e
in
I^ I
CONCLUSIONS
r
7.1	 Long-term Averages of Atomic Oxygen and helium 1)
Averages of the atomic oxygen densities reduced to 120 km and the
helium densities normalized to 300 km for each season have been examined
{ in a magnetic coordinate system for various magnetic activity levels under
both low and high solar activities,	 A persistent depletion region for
3
both constituents has been identified at Leigh magnetic latitudes (>60 0) in
the postmidnight magnetic local _time, sector for all seasons and all
t
magnetic activity levels exajnined,,j$xeept for helium in idnter.	 It is
A believed that the large seasonal variation in helium, at least a 25:1
! ratio of winter to summer densities at 300 km, obscures this prominent
feature.	 711iis region of low densities seems to be a permanent feature of
the polar termosphere since it is present under both high and low solar
activit/(conditions.
The location of the depletion region near the westward electrojet
supports the theory that Joule heating due to electric currents flowing in
the ionosphere causes upwelling of the neutral - gas and a density decrease
in the region of heating for constituents having less than the mean
molecular mass (Mayr and Volland, 1072c; Re er and Nays, 1973).
t
lwwoosaoq
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Large density gradients in magnetic latitude and magnetic local time
3
near the are& of low dcos ties suggest that the localised energy sources
are comparable to or even greater than solar UV and EUV inputs in these
regions.
The relation of the density minima to magnetic coordinates indicates
that this coordinate system is well suited for modeling the neutral polar
thermosphere.
.2 Global Em iri	 De si H7	 ac1 n C Hod el
h	 1
An empirical model of the atomic oxygen and helium distributions
above 120 km tins been 44Veloped in, nanne.tic coordinates .and ,compared to
similar models based on the geographic coordinate system.
The magnetic model and the HSIS geographic model with longitude terms
make similar predictions over the globe and sht)w nearly equivalent
structure towards the magnetic poles. The .ISIS geographic model without
j7	 k
longitude terms does not show the same structure as these models at high
magnetic latitudes, but rather gives highly averaged density estimates.
Although the MSIS model 'with, longitude terms has the capability of
reproducing both longitude and universal time variations of the densities
simultaneously, the magnetic model predicts very similar density values
while using fewer parameters. The magnetic model is also based on a
coordinate system in Which many important high latitude energy inputs are
organized which makes it n very convenient tool for use in a wide variety
of studies of the polar thermosphere-­.
,
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7•3 _Auroral. Activity and the Atomc^AxYgen Distribution
 
A magnetic activity index based on the auroral el,ectroaet indent AL
was developed for comparison with the atomic oxygen data `taken during``\^wo
magnetic stormso The aurora], electrojet index is a measure of the high\
latitude ionospheric current and hence of the Joule heating in this
region. The magnetic activity index was of the form,	 i
HL(t)r - T! t. AI (t')ei(t- t')/T dt,
Values of the time constant ,T
 were found to range from 12 to 24
hours for stoma recovery but leas than 12 hours for storm onset.
7.4 Sunaestions for Future Research
ii	 r
One of the most important areas where further work in global
k
empirical modeling is needed lies in the response of the thermosphere to
magnetic disturbances. Current magnetic activity indices such as rip and
:p are not well correlated with the energy input to the auror^ regions
and to the resultant Joule heating. Major improvements in magnetic
activity corrections must be based on indices more directly related to the
actual energy deposition processes. The',,best current indices are the
X	
auroral electrojet indices AU, AL, and AE. Mork should be done on the
J!
theoretical and experimental relations of these indices to the spatial and	 ai
temporal, variations of the energy inputs and on the atmospheric responset 
(Niabet, 1980). r, ^
0a
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4
p	 pMeasurements of laver altitude thermos heck tem peratures over the
entire globe which: are direct would also be of tremendous value. Such
information would permit variable lower boundary conditions based on
actual data to be employed in the models and, thereby, expand enormously
;[	 a
the altitude rune over which model predictions would
Density and wind velocity data in the same region would be
instrumental in determining the effects of turbulence on the composition
and would serve as a valuable link between photochemical equilibrium
models at lower heights and diffusive equilibrium models at satellite
altitudes.
I)
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